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Static Program Analysis
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• Predict program behavior statically and automatically

• static: before execution, at compile-time

• automatic: sw is analyzed by sw (“static analyzers”)

• Applications
• bug-finding. e.g., find runtime failures of programs

• security. e.g., is this app malicious or benign?

• verification. e.g., does the program meet its specification?

• compiler optimization, e.g.,  automatic parallelization



Principle of Program Analysis 
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Principle of Program Analysis 
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Challenge in Static Analysis

precision

scalability

? key: “selectivity”
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Flow-Sensitivity

x=z

z=z+1

y=x

assert(y>0)

x=y=0;z=1

x [1,1]
y [0,0]
z [1,1]

x [1,1]
y [0,0]
z [2,2]

x [1,1]
y [1,1]
z [2,2]

precise but costly

x [0,0]
y [0,0]
z [1,1]
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Flow-Insensitivity

x=z

z=z+1

y=x

assert(y>0)

x=y=0;z=1

x [0,+∞]

y [0,+∞]

z [1,+∞]

cheap but imprecise
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Selective Flow-Sensitivity

x=z

z=z+1

y=x

assert(y>0)

x=y=0;z=1
FS : {x,y} FI : {z}

x [0,0]
y [0,0]

x [1,+∞]
y [0,0]

x [1,+∞]
y [0,0]

x [1,+∞]
y [1,+∞]

z [1,+∞]
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Selective Flow-Sensitivity

x=z

z=z+1

y=x

assert(y>0)

x=y=0;z=1
FS : {y,z} FI : {x}
y [0,0]
z [1,1]

y [0,0]
z [1,1]

y [0,0]
z [2,2]

y [0,+∞]
z [2,2]

x [0,+∞]

fail to prove
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int h(n) {ret n;} 

void f(a) { 
  x = h(a); 
  assert(x > 1);  // Q1 
  y = h(input()); 
  assert(y > 1);  // Q2 
} 

void g() {f(8);} 

void m() { 
  f(4); 
  g(); 
  g(); 
}

c1:

c2:

c4:
c5:
c6:

c3:

always holds

does not always hold

Context-Sensitivity



Context-Sensitivity
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int h(n) {ret n;} 

void f(a) { 
  x = h(a); 
  assert(x > 1);  // Q1 
  y = h(input()); 
  assert(y > 1);  // Q2 
} 

void g() {f(8);} 

void m() { 
  f(4); 
  g(); 
  g(); 
}

c1:

c2:

c4:
c5:
c6:

c3:

f

fm

c4

c6

c5 c3

c3

c1

c2

c1

c2

c1

c2

fg

[4,4]

[-∞,+∞]

[8,8]

[8,8]

[-∞,+∞]

[-∞,+∞]

value of n

precise but costly



Context-Insensitivity
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int h(n) {ret n;} 

void f(a) { 
  x = h(a); 
  assert(x > 1);  // Q1 
  y = h(input()); 
  assert(y > 1);  // Q2 
} 

void g() {f(8);} 

void m() { 
  f(4); 
  g(); 
  g(); 
}

[-∞,+∞]int h(n) {ret n;} 

void f(a) { 
  x = h(a); 
  assert(x > 1);  // Q1 
  y = h(input()); 
  assert(y > 1);  // Q2 
} 

void g() {f(8);} 

void m() { 
  f(4); 
  g(); 
  g(); 
}

c1:

c2:

c4:
c5:
c6:

c3:
g hfm

c5,c6 c3 c1,c2

c4

cheap but imprecise



Selective Context-Sensitivity
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h

h

int h(n) {ret n;} 

void f(a) { 
  x = h(a); 
  assert(x > 1);  // Q1 
  y = h(input()); 
  assert(y > 1);  // Q2 
} 

void g() {f(8);} 

void m() { 
  f(4); 
  g(); 
  g(); 
}

c1:

c2:

c4:
c5:
c6:

c3:
m

c4

{c5,c6}
c3

c1

c1
fg

[4,4]

[8,8]

h [-∞,+∞]

f

c2

c2
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How to select?

• Often done manually by analysis designers

• Finding a good selection strategy is an art:

• Intractably large space, if not infinite:  
ex) 2Var different abstractions for FS

• Most of them are too imprecise or costly 
ex) P({x,y,z}) = {∅,{x},{y},{z},{x,y},{y,z},{x,z},{x,y,z}}



Our Research

• Develop techniques for automatically finding the 
selection strategies 

• [PLDI’14, OOPSLA’15, TOPLAS’16, SAS’16, APLAS’16]

• Use machine learning techniques to learn a good 
strategy from freely available data.

16



Contents

• Learning via black-box optimization [OOPSLA’15]

• Learning via white-box optimization [APLAS’16]

• Learning from automatically labelled data [SAS’16]

• Learning with automatically generated features (in progress)

• Learning unsoundness strategy (in progress)

• Learning search strategy of concolic testing (in progress)

• Learning static analyzers (in progress)

17



Learning via Blackbox 
Optimization 
(OOPSLA’15)



Static Analyzer
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F(p, a) ⇒ n

abstraction
(e.g., a set of variables)

number of 
proved assertions
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Overall Approach

• Learn a good parameter W from existing codebase

• For new program P, run static analysis with Sw(P)

P1, P2, …,Pm

Codebase

⇒ W

• Parameterized adaptation strategy

Sw : pgm → 2Var
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1. Parameterized Strategy

(1) Represent program variables as feature vectors.

(2) Compute the score of each variable.

(3) Choose the top-k variables based on the score. 

Sw : pgm → 2Var
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(1) Features

• Predicates over variables:

f = {f1, f2,…,f5} (fi :  Var → {0,1})

• 45 simple syntactic features for variables: e.g, 

• local / global variable, passed to / returned from 
malloc, incremented by constants, etc

f(x) = ⟨f1(x), f2(x), f3(x),f4(x),f5(x)⟩
• Represent each variable as a feature vector:
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(2) Scoring

• The parameter w is a real-valued vector: e.g., 

• Compute scores of variables:

w = ⟨0.9, 0.5, -0.6, 0.7, 0.3⟩

score(x) = ⟨1,0,1,0,0⟩･⟨0.9, 0.5, -0.6, 0.7, 0.3⟩ = 0.3
score(y) = ⟨1,0,1,0,1⟩･⟨0.9, 0.5, -0.6, 0.7, 0.3⟩ = 0.6
score(z) = ⟨0,0,1,1,0⟩･⟨0.9, 0.5, -0.6, 0.7, 0.3⟩ = 0.1
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(3) Choose Top-k Variables

• Choose the top-k variables based on their scores:  
e.g., when k=2,

score(x) = 0.3
score(y) = 0.6
score(z) = 0.1

{x,y}

• In experiments, we chosen 10% of variables with 
highest scores.
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2. Learn a Good Parameter

• Solve the optimization problem:

P1, P2, …,Pm

Codebase

⇒ W

X

Pi

F (Pi, Sw(Pi))Find w that maximizes



Learning via Random 
Sampling
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repeat N times

    pick w ∈ Rn randomly
  

evaluate

return best w found

X

Pi

F (Pi, Sw(Pi))



Learning via Random 
Sampling
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Training Testing
FI FS partial FS FI FS partial FS

Trial prove prove prove quality prove sec prove sec cost prove sec quality cost
1 6,383 7,316 7,089 75.7 % 2,788 48 4,009 627 13.2 x 3,692 78 74.0 % 1.6 x
2 5,788 7,422 7,219 87.6 % 3,383 55 3,903 531 9.6 x 3,721 93 65.0 % 1.7 x
3 6,148 7,842 7,595 85.4 % 3,023 49 3,483 1,898 38.6 x 3,303 99 60.9 % 2.0 x
4 6,138 7,895 7,599 83.2 % 3,033 38 3,430 237 6.2 x 3,286 51 63.7 % 1.3 x
5 7,343 9,150 8,868 84.4 % 1,828 28 2,175 577 20.5 x 2,103 54 79.3 % 1.9 x

TOTAL 31,800 39,625 38,370 84.0 % 14,055 218 17,000 3,868 17.8 x 16,105 374 69.6 % 1.7 x

Table 4. Effectiveness of our method for flow-sensitivity. prove: the number of proved queries in each analysis (FI: flow-
insensitivity, FS: flow-sensitivity, partial FS: partial flow-sensitivity). quality: the ratio of proved queries among the queries
that require flow-sensitivity. cost: cost increase compared to the FI analysis.

Training Testing
FICI FSCS partial FSCS FICI FSCS partial FSCS

Trial prove prove prove quality prove sec prove sec cost prove sec quality cost
1 6,383 9,237 8,674 80.3 % 2,788 46 4,275 5,425 118.2 x 3,907 187 75.3 % 4.1 x
2 5,788 8,287 7,598 72.4 % 3,383 57 5,225 4,495 79.4 x 4,597 194 65.9 % 3.4 x
3 6,148 8,737 8,123 76.3 % 3,023 48 4,775 5,235 108.8 x 4,419 150 79.7 % 3.1 x
4 6,138 9,883 8,899 73.7 % 3,033 38 3,629 1,609 42.0 x 3,482 82 75.3 % 2.1 x
5 7,343 10,082 10,040 98.5 % 1,828 30 2,670 7,801 258.3 x 2,513 104 81.4 % 3.4 x

TOTAL 31,800 46,226 43,334 80.0 % 14,055 219 20,574 24,565 112.1 x 18,918 717 74.6 % 3.3 x

Table 5. Effectiveness for Flow-sensitivity + Context-sensitivity.

(a) Random sampling (b) Bayesian optimisation

Figure 2. Comparison of Bayesian optimisation with random sampling

programs, which supports the full C language and has been
being developed for the past seven years [19]. This baseline
analyser tracks both numeric and pointer-related informa-
tion simultaneously in its fixpoint computation. For numeric
values, it uses the interval abstract domain, and for pointer
values, it uses an allocation-site-based heap abstraction. The
analysis is field-sensitive (i.e., separates different structure
fields) and flow-sensitive, but it is not context-sensitive. We
applied the sparse analysis technique [20] to improve the
scalability.

By modifying the baseline analyser, we implemented a
partially flow-sensitive analyser, which controls its flow-
sensitivity according to a given set of abstract locations (pro-

gram variables, structure fields and allocation sites) as de-
scribed in Section 6.1. We also implemented our learning
algorithm based on Bayesian optimisation.7 Our implemen-
tations were tested against 30 open source programs from
GNU and Linux packages (Table 6 in Appendix).

The key questions that we would like to answer in our
experiments are whether our learning algorithm produces
a good adaptation strategy and how much it gets benefited
from Bayesian optimisation. To answer the first question,
we followed a standard method in the machine learning lit-
erature, called cross validation. We randomly divide the 30

7 The implementation of our learning algorithm is available at http://
prl.korea.ac.kr/

~

hakjoo/research/oopsla15/.



Bayesian Optimization
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• A powerful method for solving difficult black-box 
optimization problems. 

• Especially powerful when the objective function is 
expensive to evaluate. 

• Key idea: use a probabilistic model to reduce the number 
of objective function evaluations. 



Learning via Bayesian Optimization
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• Probabilistic model: Gaussian processes

• Selection strategy: Expected improvement

repeat N times

   select a promising w using the model

evaluate 

return best w found

X

Pi

F (Pi, Sw(Pi))

    update the probabilistic model
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Training Testing
FI FS partial FS FI FS partial FS

Trial prove prove prove quality prove sec prove sec cost prove sec quality cost
1 6,383 7,316 7,089 75.7 % 2,788 48 4,009 627 13.2 x 3,692 78 74.0 % 1.6 x
2 5,788 7,422 7,219 87.6 % 3,383 55 3,903 531 9.6 x 3,721 93 65.0 % 1.7 x
3 6,148 7,842 7,595 85.4 % 3,023 49 3,483 1,898 38.6 x 3,303 99 60.9 % 2.0 x
4 6,138 7,895 7,599 83.2 % 3,033 38 3,430 237 6.2 x 3,286 51 63.7 % 1.3 x
5 7,343 9,150 8,868 84.4 % 1,828 28 2,175 577 20.5 x 2,103 54 79.3 % 1.9 x

TOTAL 31,800 39,625 38,370 84.0 % 14,055 218 17,000 3,868 17.8 x 16,105 374 69.6 % 1.7 x

Table 4. Effectiveness of our method for flow-sensitivity. prove: the number of proved queries in each analysis (FI: flow-
insensitivity, FS: flow-sensitivity, partial FS: partial flow-sensitivity). quality: the ratio of proved queries among the queries
that require flow-sensitivity. cost: cost increase compared to the FI analysis.

Training Testing
FICI FSCS partial FSCS FICI FSCS partial FSCS

Trial prove prove prove quality prove sec prove sec cost prove sec quality cost
1 6,383 9,237 8,674 80.3 % 2,788 46 4,275 5,425 118.2 x 3,907 187 75.3 % 4.1 x
2 5,788 8,287 7,598 72.4 % 3,383 57 5,225 4,495 79.4 x 4,597 194 65.9 % 3.4 x
3 6,148 8,737 8,123 76.3 % 3,023 48 4,775 5,235 108.8 x 4,419 150 79.7 % 3.1 x
4 6,138 9,883 8,899 73.7 % 3,033 38 3,629 1,609 42.0 x 3,482 82 75.3 % 2.1 x
5 7,343 10,082 10,040 98.5 % 1,828 30 2,670 7,801 258.3 x 2,513 104 81.4 % 3.4 x

TOTAL 31,800 46,226 43,334 80.0 % 14,055 219 20,574 24,565 112.1 x 18,918 717 74.6 % 3.3 x

Table 5. Effectiveness for Flow-sensitivity + Context-sensitivity.

(a) Random sampling (b) Bayesian optimisation

Figure 2. Comparison of Bayesian optimisation with random sampling

programs, which supports the full C language and has been
being developed for the past seven years [19]. This baseline
analyser tracks both numeric and pointer-related informa-
tion simultaneously in its fixpoint computation. For numeric
values, it uses the interval abstract domain, and for pointer
values, it uses an allocation-site-based heap abstraction. The
analysis is field-sensitive (i.e., separates different structure
fields) and flow-sensitive, but it is not context-sensitive. We
applied the sparse analysis technique [20] to improve the
scalability.

By modifying the baseline analyser, we implemented a
partially flow-sensitive analyser, which controls its flow-
sensitivity according to a given set of abstract locations (pro-

gram variables, structure fields and allocation sites) as de-
scribed in Section 6.1. We also implemented our learning
algorithm based on Bayesian optimisation.7 Our implemen-
tations were tested against 30 open source programs from
GNU and Linux packages (Table 6 in Appendix).

The key questions that we would like to answer in our
experiments are whether our learning algorithm produces
a good adaptation strategy and how much it gets benefited
from Bayesian optimisation. To answer the first question,
we followed a standard method in the machine learning lit-
erature, called cross validation. We randomly divide the 30

7 The implementation of our learning algorithm is available at http://
prl.korea.ac.kr/

~

hakjoo/research/oopsla15/.

Learning via Bayesian Optimization
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Effectiveness

• Implemented in Sparrow, an interval analyzer for C

• Evaluated on open-source benchmarks

FSFI

0 100

SFS

70

Precision

FSFI

1x 18x

SFS

2x

Cost



Automatically Generating 
Features 

(In Progress)
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Limitation: Feature Engineering
• The success of ML heavily depends on the “features”

• Feature engineering is nontrivial and time-consuming

• Features do not generalize to other domains
A:18 Lee et al.

Type # Features
A 1 local variable

2 global variable
3 structure field
4 location created by dynamic memory allocation
5 defined at one program point
6 location potentially generated in library code
7 assigned a constant expression (e.g., x = c1 + c2)
8 compared with a constant expression (e.g., x < c)
9 compared with an other variable (e.g., x < y)
10 negated in a conditional expression (e.g., if (!x))
11 directly used in malloc (e.g., malloc(x))
12 indirectly used in malloc (e.g., y = x; malloc(y))
13 directly used in realloc (e.g., realloc(x))
14 indirectly used in realloc (e.g., y = x; realloc(y))
15 directly returned from malloc (e.g., x = malloc(e))
16 indirectly returned from malloc
17 directly returned from realloc (e.g., x = realloc(e))
18 indirectly returned from realloc
19 incremented by one (e.g., x = x + 1)
20 incremented by a constant expr. (e.g., x = x + (1+2))
21 incremented by a variable (e.g., x = x + y)
22 decremented by one (e.g., x = x - 1)
23 decremented by a constant expr (e.g., x = x - (1+2))
24 decremented by a variable (e.g., x = x - y)
25 multiplied by a constant (e.g., x = x * 2)
26 multiplied by a variable (e.g., x = x * y)
27 incremented pointer (e.g., p++)
28 used as an array index (e.g., a[x])
29 used in an array expr. (e.g., x[e])
30 returned from an unknown library function
31 modified inside a recursive function
32 modified inside a local loop
33 read inside a local loop

B 34 1 ^ 8 ^ (11 _ 12)
35 2 ^ 8 ^ (11 _ 12)
36 1 ^ (11 _ 12) ^ (19 _ 20)
37 2 ^ (11 _ 12) ^ (19 _ 20)
38 1 ^ (11 _ 12) ^ (15 _ 16)
39 2 ^ (11 _ 12) ^ (15 _ 16)
40 (11 _ 12) ^ 29
41 (15 _ 16) ^ 29
42 1 ^ (19 _ 20) ^ 33
43 2 ^ (19 _ 20) ^ 33
44 1 ^ (19 _ 20) ^ ¬33
45 2 ^ (19 _ 20) ^ ¬33

Table II: Features for partially flow-sensitive analysis. Features of Type A denote simple syntactic or semantic properties
for abstract locations (that is, program variables, structure fields and allocation sites). Features of Type B are various
combinations of simple features, and express patterns that variables are used in programs.

ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January YYYY.

Adaptive Static Analysis via Learning with Bayesian Optimization A:19

Type # Features
A 1 leaf function

2 function containing malloc
3 function containing realloc
4 function containing a loop
5 function containing an if statement
6 function containing a switch statement
7 function using a string-related library function
8 write to a global variable
9 read a global variable
10 write to a structure field
11 read from a structure field
12 directly return a constant expression
13 indirectly return a constant expression
14 directly return an allocated memory
15 indirectly return an allocated memory
16 directly return a reallocated memory
17 indirectly return a reallocated memory
18 return expression involves field access
19 return value depends on a structure field
20 return void
21 directly invoked with a constant
22 constant is passed to an argument
23 invoked with an unknown value
24 functions having no arguments
25 functions having one argument
26 functions having more than one argument
27 functions having an integer argument
28 functions having a pointer argument
29 functions having a structure as an argument

B 30 2 ^ (21 _ 22) ^ (14 _ 15)
31 2 ^ (21 _ 22) ^ ¬(14 _ 15)
32 2 ^ 23 ^ (14 _ 15)
33 2 ^ 23 ^ ¬(14 _ 15)
34 2 ^ (21 _ 22) ^ (16 _ 17)
35 2 ^ (21 _ 22) ^ ¬(16 _ 17)
36 2 ^ 23 ^ (16 _ 17)
37 2 ^ 23 ^ ¬(16 _ 17)
38 (21 _ 22) ^ ¬23

Table III: Features for partially context-sensitive analysis.

usage patterns of variables in the benchmark programs. For instance, feature 34 was
developed after we observed the following usage pattern of variables:

int x; // local variable

if (x < 10)

... = malloc (x);

It says that x is a local variable, and gets compared with a constant and passed as
an argument to a function that does memory allocation. Note that we included these
Type B features not because they are important for flow-sensitivity. We included them
to increase expressiveness, because our linear learning model with Type A features
only cannot express such usage patterns. Deciding whether they are important for
flow-sensitivity or not is the job of the learning algorithm.

ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January YYYY.

Adaptive Static Analysis via Learning with Bayesian Optimization A:21

Type # Features
A 1 used in array declarations (e.g., a[c])

2 used in memory allocation (e.g., malloc(c))
3 used in the righthand-side of an assignment (e.g., x = c)
4 used with the less-than operator (e.g, x < c)
5 used with the greater-than operator (e.g., x > c)
6 used with  (e.g., x  c)
7 used with � (e.g., x � c)
8 used with the equality operator (e.g., x == c)
9 used with the not-equality operator (e.g., x ! = c)
10 used within other conditional expressions (e.g., x < c+y)
11 used inside loops
12 used in return statements (e.g., return c)
13 constant zero

B 14 (1 _ 2) ^ 3
15 (1 _ 2) ^ (4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7)
16 (1 _ 2) ^ (8 _ 9)
17 (1 _ 2) ^ 11
18 (1 _ 2) ^ 12
19 13 ^ 3
20 13 ^ (4 _ 5 _ 6 _ 7)
21 13 ^ (8 _ 9)
22 13 ^ 11
23 13 ^ 12

Table IV: Features for widening-with-thresholds.

With a widening operator
`

, the upper bound A is computed by A = lim

i�0

X

i

, where
chain X

i

is defined as follows:
X

0

= ?
X

i+1

= X

i

F (X

i

) v X

i

= X

i

`
F (X

i

) otherwise

The abstract interpretation framework guarantees that the above chain is always fi-
nite and its limit (i.e., lim

i�0

X

i

) is an upper bound of the least fixed point of F [?]. For
instance, a simple widening operator for the interval domain works as follows: (For
brevity, we do not consider the bottom interval.)

[a, b]

`
[c, d] = [(c < a?�1 : a), (b < d? +1 : b)]

That is, the widening operator extrapolates any unstable bounds simply to infinity. For
instance, [1, 4]

`
[1, 7] = [1,+1].

Widening with Thresholds. The idea of widening-with-thresholds is to bound the ex-
trapolation of the widening using a pre-defined set of thresholds. For instance, suppose
we are given a set T = {8, 9} of thresholds. Then, applying widening [1, 4]

`
T

[1, 7] with
thresholds T = {8, 9} gives interval [1, 8], instead of [1,+1]. Here, threshold 8 is used
because it is the smallest value in T , which is greater than 7. If the result is still un-
stable in the subsequent iteration, the next smallest value in T , i.e., 9, is used to bound
the widening.

Formally, the widening-with-thresholds technique for the interval domain is defined
as follows. We assume that a set T ✓ Z [ {�1,+1} of thresholds is given. Without
loss of generality, let us assume that T = {t

1

, t

2

, . . . , t

n

}, t
1

< t

2

< · · · < t

n

, t
1

= �1,
and t

n

= +1. The widening operator parameterized by T is defined as follows:

[a, b]

`
T

[c, d] = ([a, b]

`
[c, d]) u d{[t

l

, t

u

] | t
l

, t

u

2 T ^ t

l

 min(a, c) ^ t

u

� max(b, d)}

ACM Transactions on Programming Languages and Systems, Vol. V, No. N, Article A, Publication date: January YYYY.

flow-sensitivity context-sensitivity widening thresholds



Automatic Feature Generation
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Codebase
Hand-crafted 

features
Parameter 

values
Adaptation 

Strategy

Codebase Features
Parameter 

values
Adaptation 

Strategy

Before

New method

(analogous to representation learning, deep learning, etc in ML)



Example: Flow-Sensitive Analysis
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• A query-based, partially flow-sensitive interval analysis

• The analysis uses a query-classifier C : Query → {1,0}

2.1 Partially Flow-Sensitive Interval Analysis
We consider a query-based, partially flow-sensitive analysis. The
analysis uses a query-classifier C, which takes a query and returns
true or false . The classifier is used to predict whether each query in
the program will be proved with flow-sensitivity. If the prediction is
positive (true), the analysis applies flow-sensitivity to the program
variables that influence the query; we compute the data flow slice
of the query and apply flow-sensitivity to the variables involved in
the slice. For the queries whose prediction is negative, the analysis
applies flow-insensitivity to the variables on which the queries
depend. For example, consider the following program:

1 x = 0; y = 0; z = input(); w = 0;

2 y = x; y++;

3 assert (y > 0); // Query 1

4 assert (z > 0); // Query 2

5 assert (w == 0); // Query 3

The first query needs flow-sensitivity to prove, the second one
is impossible to prove because the value of z comes from the
external input, and the last one is easily proved even with flow-
insensitivity. Therefore, our partially flow-sensitive analysis aims
to keep separate results only for the variables x and y, on which the
first query depends, and analyzes other variables flow-insensitively.
That is, the analysis computes the following result:

flow-sensitive result flow-insensitive result
line abstract state abstract state
1 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [0, 0]}
2 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
3 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]} {z 7! [0, 0], w 7! [0, 0]}
4 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
5 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}

The analysis keeps separate instances for variables x and y at
different program points, but the results for other variables z and
w are kept flow-insensitively over the entire program.

2.2 Learning a Query-Classifier
Note that the precision and cost of the analysis depends on the clas-
sifier C. Our aim is to learn a good query-classifier C automatically
from a given codebase.

We use a standard learning method for binary classification. Let
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the queries in the codebase. We first need to
transform these queries into feature vectors, where a feature vector
v 2 Bk is a binary vector whose dimension k denotes the number of
features. Next, we generate the labelled data {(vi, bi)}ni=1, where
vi is the feature vector of query qi and bi is 1 if qi needs flow-
sensitivity to prove and 0 otherwise. We can automatically label
the data by analyzing the codebase and collecting the queries that
are proved by flow-sensitivity but not by flow-insensitivity. From
the labelled data, a classifier C : Bk ! B, which takes a feature
vector of a query and makes a prediction, can be learned via an
off-the-shelf classification algorithm.

The effectiveness of this learning method crucially depends on
the feature extraction phase, which transforms each query into a
feature vector. The feature extractor should be able to convert the
raw data (i.e., queries in the program) into a suitable intermedi-
ate representation (i.e., feature vector) from which the classifica-
tion algorithm could detect useful patterns to classify. In previous
work [2, 5], this feature extraction has been manually done by hu-
mans, which requires considerable domain expertise and engineer-
ing efforts. Our goal is to automate the feature extraction process
for program analysis.

2.3 Automatic Feature Extraction
Our feature extraction algorithm is defined with two components: a
set of features ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} and a match procedure match. A
feature ⇡i encodes a piece of information that describes a property
of queries. The match procedure takes a query q and a feature ⇡,
and checks if q has the property denoted by the feature ⇡ (if so,
it returns 1 and otherwise 0). With ⇧ and match, we transform a
query q into a feature vector v as follows:

v = hmatch(q,⇡1), . . . ,match(q,⇡k)i.
Now, we explain how to automatically generate the features that

are relevant to a given analysis task (Section 2.3.1) and describe
how match works (Section 2.3.2). Note that the feature generation
is only performed offline but match is used both offline (i.e., when
learning the classifier) and online (i.e., when using the learned
classifier), which imposes a constraint that the matching algorithm
should be efficient enough.

2.3.1 Feature Generation
In machine learning, a good feature should be both selective and
invariant: the feature must be selective to the important aspects
for discrimination but at the same time it must be also invariant
and robust to the irrelevant aspects [3]. Our method generates fea-
tures with these principles in mind. In our case, a good feature
should describe a key property of flow-sensitivity, which distin-
guishes queries provable by flow-sensitivity from unprovable ones,
and should not describe other irrelevant properties to enhance in-
variance. We automatically generate such features by running a
program reducer on the codebase and representing the results by
abstract data flow graphs.

Identifying Key Features via Reducer Our first idea is to use
a generic program reducer to automatically identify key program
features from the codebase. A reducer (such as C-Reduce [7]) takes
a program and a predicate, and iteratively removes parts of the
program as long as the predicate holds. The result is a minimal
program with the desired property. Suppose P is a program in the
codebase and it has a query that is provable by flow-sensitivity but
not by flow-insensitivity. We identify the key reason for why flow-
sensitivity works by reducing P while preserving the precision-
effective condition holds (i.e., flow-sensitivity succeeds but flow-
insensitivity fails). The resulting program contains the key aspects
in the original program.

For example, consider the example program in Figure 1(a). The
assertion at line 6 can be proved by a flow-sensitive interval analy-
sis but not by flow-insensitive one; with flow-sensitivity, the value
of a is restricted to the interval [0, 3] because of the condition at line
5. With flow-insensitivity, a has the interval value [0,+1] over
the entire program. We reduce this program as long as the flow-
sensitive analysis proves the assertion while the flow-insensitive
analysis fails to do so, resulting in the program in Figure 1(b). Note
that the reduced program only contains the key reasons (i.e., con-
ditional statement (a < 3) and loop) why flow-sensitivity works.
Other program features are irrelevant to satisfying the condition;
flow-sensitivity still works without the statements such as if (a >

b). Running the reducer with the condition automatically removes
these irrelevant dependencies in the original program.

In Section 4.2, we describe this feature generation technique
in detail. In particular, because simply using the reducer as an
off-the-shelf tool is unlikely to preserve the original features, we
need techniques to make original features survive after reduction
(Section 4.2.2).

Representing Features by Abstract Data Flow Graphs Our sec-
ond idea is to represent the feature programs by an abstract graph
representation. This graph abstractly describes the data flows of the
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2.1 Partially Flow-Sensitive Interval Analysis
We consider a query-based, partially flow-sensitive analysis. The
analysis uses a query-classifier C, which takes a query and returns
true or false . The classifier is used to predict whether each query in
the program will be proved with flow-sensitivity. If the prediction is
positive (true), the analysis applies flow-sensitivity to the program
variables that influence the query; we compute the data flow slice
of the query and apply flow-sensitivity to the variables involved in
the slice. For the queries whose prediction is negative, the analysis
applies flow-insensitivity to the variables on which the queries
depend. For example, consider the following program:

1 x = 0; y = 0; z = input(); w = 0;

2 y = x; y++;

3 assert (y > 0); // Query 1

4 assert (z > 0); // Query 2

5 assert (w == 0); // Query 3

The first query needs flow-sensitivity to prove, the second one
is impossible to prove because the value of z comes from the
external input, and the last one is easily proved even with flow-
insensitivity. Therefore, our partially flow-sensitive analysis aims
to keep separate results only for the variables x and y, on which the
first query depends, and analyzes other variables flow-insensitively.
That is, the analysis computes the following result:

flow-sensitive result flow-insensitive result
line abstract state abstract state
1 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [0, 0]}
2 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
3 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]} {z 7! [0, 0], w 7! [0, 0]}
4 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
5 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}

The analysis keeps separate instances for variables x and y at
different program points, but the results for other variables z and
w are kept flow-insensitively over the entire program.

2.2 Learning a Query-Classifier
Note that the precision and cost of the analysis depends on the clas-
sifier C. Our aim is to learn a good query-classifier C automatically
from a given codebase.

We use a standard learning method for binary classification. Let
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the queries in the codebase. We first need to
transform these queries into feature vectors, where a feature vector
v 2 Bk is a binary vector whose dimension k denotes the number of
features. Next, we generate the labelled data {(vi, bi)}ni=1, where
vi is the feature vector of query qi and bi is 1 if qi needs flow-
sensitivity to prove and 0 otherwise. We can automatically label
the data by analyzing the codebase and collecting the queries that
are proved by flow-sensitivity but not by flow-insensitivity. From
the labelled data, a classifier C : Bk ! B, which takes a feature
vector of a query and makes a prediction, can be learned via an
off-the-shelf classification algorithm.

The effectiveness of this learning method crucially depends on
the feature extraction phase, which transforms each query into a
feature vector. The feature extractor should be able to convert the
raw data (i.e., queries in the program) into a suitable intermedi-
ate representation (i.e., feature vector) from which the classifica-
tion algorithm could detect useful patterns to classify. In previous
work [2, 5], this feature extraction has been manually done by hu-
mans, which requires considerable domain expertise and engineer-
ing efforts. Our goal is to automate the feature extraction process
for program analysis.

2.3 Automatic Feature Extraction
Our feature extraction algorithm is defined with two components: a
set of features ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} and a match procedure match. A
feature ⇡i encodes a piece of information that describes a property
of queries. The match procedure takes a query q and a feature ⇡,
and checks if q has the property denoted by the feature ⇡ (if so,
it returns 1 and otherwise 0). With ⇧ and match, we transform a
query q into a feature vector v as follows:

v = hmatch(q,⇡1), . . . ,match(q,⇡k)i.
Now, we explain how to automatically generate the features that

are relevant to a given analysis task (Section 2.3.1) and describe
how match works (Section 2.3.2). Note that the feature generation
is only performed offline but match is used both offline (i.e., when
learning the classifier) and online (i.e., when using the learned
classifier), which imposes a constraint that the matching algorithm
should be efficient enough.

2.3.1 Feature Generation
In machine learning, a good feature should be both selective and
invariant: the feature must be selective to the important aspects
for discrimination but at the same time it must be also invariant
and robust to the irrelevant aspects [3]. Our method generates fea-
tures with these principles in mind. In our case, a good feature
should describe a key property of flow-sensitivity, which distin-
guishes queries provable by flow-sensitivity from unprovable ones,
and should not describe other irrelevant properties to enhance in-
variance. We automatically generate such features by running a
program reducer on the codebase and representing the results by
abstract data flow graphs.

Identifying Key Features via Reducer Our first idea is to use
a generic program reducer to automatically identify key program
features from the codebase. A reducer (such as C-Reduce [7]) takes
a program and a predicate, and iteratively removes parts of the
program as long as the predicate holds. The result is a minimal
program with the desired property. Suppose P is a program in the
codebase and it has a query that is provable by flow-sensitivity but
not by flow-insensitivity. We identify the key reason for why flow-
sensitivity works by reducing P while preserving the precision-
effective condition holds (i.e., flow-sensitivity succeeds but flow-
insensitivity fails). The resulting program contains the key aspects
in the original program.

For example, consider the example program in Figure 1(a). The
assertion at line 6 can be proved by a flow-sensitive interval analy-
sis but not by flow-insensitive one; with flow-sensitivity, the value
of a is restricted to the interval [0, 3] because of the condition at line
5. With flow-insensitivity, a has the interval value [0,+1] over
the entire program. We reduce this program as long as the flow-
sensitive analysis proves the assertion while the flow-insensitive
analysis fails to do so, resulting in the program in Figure 1(b). Note
that the reduced program only contains the key reasons (i.e., con-
ditional statement (a < 3) and loop) why flow-sensitivity works.
Other program features are irrelevant to satisfying the condition;
flow-sensitivity still works without the statements such as if (a >

b). Running the reducer with the condition automatically removes
these irrelevant dependencies in the original program.

In Section 4.2, we describe this feature generation technique
in detail. In particular, because simply using the reducer as an
off-the-shelf tool is unlikely to preserve the original features, we
need techniques to make original features survive after reduction
(Section 4.2.2).

Representing Features by Abstract Data Flow Graphs Our sec-
ond idea is to represent the feature programs by an abstract graph
representation. This graph abstractly describes the data flows of the
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2.1 Partially Flow-Sensitive Interval Analysis
We consider a query-based, partially flow-sensitive analysis. The
analysis uses a query-classifier C, which takes a query and returns
true or false . The classifier is used to predict whether each query in
the program will be proved with flow-sensitivity. If the prediction is
positive (true), the analysis applies flow-sensitivity to the program
variables that influence the query; we compute the data flow slice
of the query and apply flow-sensitivity to the variables involved in
the slice. For the queries whose prediction is negative, the analysis
applies flow-insensitivity to the variables on which the queries
depend. For example, consider the following program:

1 x = 0; y = 0; z = input(); w = 0;

2 y = x; y++;

3 assert (y > 0); // Query 1

4 assert (z > 0); // Query 2

5 assert (w == 0); // Query 3

The first query needs flow-sensitivity to prove, the second one
is impossible to prove because the value of z comes from the
external input, and the last one is easily proved even with flow-
insensitivity. Therefore, our partially flow-sensitive analysis aims
to keep separate results only for the variables x and y, on which the
first query depends, and analyzes other variables flow-insensitively.
That is, the analysis computes the following result:

flow-sensitive result flow-insensitive result
line abstract state abstract state
1 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [0, 0]}
2 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
3 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]} {z 7! [0, 0], w 7! [0, 0]}
4 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
5 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}

The analysis keeps separate instances for variables x and y at
different program points, but the results for other variables z and
w are kept flow-insensitively over the entire program.

2.2 Learning a Query-Classifier
Note that the precision and cost of the analysis depends on the clas-
sifier C. Our aim is to learn a good query-classifier C automatically
from a given codebase.

We use a standard learning method for binary classification. Let
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the queries in the codebase. We first need to
transform these queries into feature vectors, where a feature vector
v 2 Bk is a binary vector whose dimension k denotes the number of
features. Next, we generate the labelled data {(vi, bi)}ni=1, where
vi is the feature vector of query qi and bi is 1 if qi needs flow-
sensitivity to prove and 0 otherwise. We can automatically label
the data by analyzing the codebase and collecting the queries that
are proved by flow-sensitivity but not by flow-insensitivity. From
the labelled data, a classifier C : Bk ! B, which takes a feature
vector of a query and makes a prediction, can be learned via an
off-the-shelf classification algorithm.

The effectiveness of this learning method crucially depends on
the feature extraction phase, which transforms each query into a
feature vector. The feature extractor should be able to convert the
raw data (i.e., queries in the program) into a suitable intermedi-
ate representation (i.e., feature vector) from which the classifica-
tion algorithm could detect useful patterns to classify. In previous
work [2, 5], this feature extraction has been manually done by hu-
mans, which requires considerable domain expertise and engineer-
ing efforts. Our goal is to automate the feature extraction process
for program analysis.

2.3 Automatic Feature Extraction
Our feature extraction algorithm is defined with two components: a
set of features ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} and a match procedure match. A
feature ⇡i encodes a piece of information that describes a property
of queries. The match procedure takes a query q and a feature ⇡,
and checks if q has the property denoted by the feature ⇡ (if so,
it returns 1 and otherwise 0). With ⇧ and match, we transform a
query q into a feature vector v as follows:

v = hmatch(q,⇡1), . . . ,match(q,⇡k)i.
Now, we explain how to automatically generate the features that

are relevant to a given analysis task (Section 2.3.1) and describe
how match works (Section 2.3.2). Note that the feature generation
is only performed offline but match is used both offline (i.e., when
learning the classifier) and online (i.e., when using the learned
classifier), which imposes a constraint that the matching algorithm
should be efficient enough.

2.3.1 Feature Generation
In machine learning, a good feature should be both selective and
invariant: the feature must be selective to the important aspects
for discrimination but at the same time it must be also invariant
and robust to the irrelevant aspects [3]. Our method generates fea-
tures with these principles in mind. In our case, a good feature
should describe a key property of flow-sensitivity, which distin-
guishes queries provable by flow-sensitivity from unprovable ones,
and should not describe other irrelevant properties to enhance in-
variance. We automatically generate such features by running a
program reducer on the codebase and representing the results by
abstract data flow graphs.

Identifying Key Features via Reducer Our first idea is to use
a generic program reducer to automatically identify key program
features from the codebase. A reducer (such as C-Reduce [7]) takes
a program and a predicate, and iteratively removes parts of the
program as long as the predicate holds. The result is a minimal
program with the desired property. Suppose P is a program in the
codebase and it has a query that is provable by flow-sensitivity but
not by flow-insensitivity. We identify the key reason for why flow-
sensitivity works by reducing P while preserving the precision-
effective condition holds (i.e., flow-sensitivity succeeds but flow-
insensitivity fails). The resulting program contains the key aspects
in the original program.

For example, consider the example program in Figure 1(a). The
assertion at line 6 can be proved by a flow-sensitive interval analy-
sis but not by flow-insensitive one; with flow-sensitivity, the value
of a is restricted to the interval [0, 3] because of the condition at line
5. With flow-insensitivity, a has the interval value [0,+1] over
the entire program. We reduce this program as long as the flow-
sensitive analysis proves the assertion while the flow-insensitive
analysis fails to do so, resulting in the program in Figure 1(b). Note
that the reduced program only contains the key reasons (i.e., con-
ditional statement (a < 3) and loop) why flow-sensitivity works.
Other program features are irrelevant to satisfying the condition;
flow-sensitivity still works without the statements such as if (a >

b). Running the reducer with the condition automatically removes
these irrelevant dependencies in the original program.

In Section 4.2, we describe this feature generation technique
in detail. In particular, because simply using the reducer as an
off-the-shelf tool is unlikely to preserve the original features, we
need techniques to make original features survive after reduction
(Section 4.2.2).

Representing Features by Abstract Data Flow Graphs Our sec-
ond idea is to represent the feature programs by an abstract graph
representation. This graph abstractly describes the data flows of the
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2.1 Partially Flow-Sensitive Interval Analysis
We consider a query-based, partially flow-sensitive analysis. The
analysis uses a query-classifier C, which takes a query and returns
true or false . The classifier is used to predict whether each query in
the program will be proved with flow-sensitivity. If the prediction is
positive (true), the analysis applies flow-sensitivity to the program
variables that influence the query; we compute the data flow slice
of the query and apply flow-sensitivity to the variables involved in
the slice. For the queries whose prediction is negative, the analysis
applies flow-insensitivity to the variables on which the queries
depend. For example, consider the following program:

1 x = 0; y = 0; z = input(); w = 0;

2 y = x; y++;

3 assert (y > 0); // Query 1

4 assert (z > 0); // Query 2

5 assert (w == 0); // Query 3

The first query needs flow-sensitivity to prove, the second one
is impossible to prove because the value of z comes from the
external input, and the last one is easily proved even with flow-
insensitivity. Therefore, our partially flow-sensitive analysis aims
to keep separate results only for the variables x and y, on which the
first query depends, and analyzes other variables flow-insensitively.
That is, the analysis computes the following result:

flow-sensitive result flow-insensitive result
line abstract state abstract state
1 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [0, 0]}
2 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
3 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]} {z 7! [0, 0], w 7! [0, 0]}
4 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
5 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}

The analysis keeps separate instances for variables x and y at
different program points, but the results for other variables z and
w are kept flow-insensitively over the entire program.

2.2 Learning a Query-Classifier
Note that the precision and cost of the analysis depends on the clas-
sifier C. Our aim is to learn a good query-classifier C automatically
from a given codebase.

We use a standard learning method for binary classification. Let
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the queries in the codebase. We first need to
transform these queries into feature vectors, where a feature vector
v 2 Bk is a binary vector whose dimension k denotes the number of
features. Next, we generate the labelled data {(vi, bi)}ni=1, where
vi is the feature vector of query qi and bi is 1 if qi needs flow-
sensitivity to prove and 0 otherwise. We can automatically label
the data by analyzing the codebase and collecting the queries that
are proved by flow-sensitivity but not by flow-insensitivity. From
the labelled data, a classifier C : Bk ! B, which takes a feature
vector of a query and makes a prediction, can be learned via an
off-the-shelf classification algorithm.

The effectiveness of this learning method crucially depends on
the feature extraction phase, which transforms each query into a
feature vector. The feature extractor should be able to convert the
raw data (i.e., queries in the program) into a suitable intermedi-
ate representation (i.e., feature vector) from which the classifica-
tion algorithm could detect useful patterns to classify. In previous
work [2, 5], this feature extraction has been manually done by hu-
mans, which requires considerable domain expertise and engineer-
ing efforts. Our goal is to automate the feature extraction process
for program analysis.

2.3 Automatic Feature Extraction
Our feature extraction algorithm is defined with two components: a
set of features ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} and a match procedure match. A
feature ⇡i encodes a piece of information that describes a property
of queries. The match procedure takes a query q and a feature ⇡,
and checks if q has the property denoted by the feature ⇡ (if so,
it returns 1 and otherwise 0). With ⇧ and match, we transform a
query q into a feature vector v as follows:

v = hmatch(q,⇡1), . . . ,match(q,⇡k)i.
Now, we explain how to automatically generate the features that

are relevant to a given analysis task (Section 2.3.1) and describe
how match works (Section 2.3.2). Note that the feature generation
is only performed offline but match is used both offline (i.e., when
learning the classifier) and online (i.e., when using the learned
classifier), which imposes a constraint that the matching algorithm
should be efficient enough.

2.3.1 Feature Generation
In machine learning, a good feature should be both selective and
invariant: the feature must be selective to the important aspects
for discrimination but at the same time it must be also invariant
and robust to the irrelevant aspects [3]. Our method generates fea-
tures with these principles in mind. In our case, a good feature
should describe a key property of flow-sensitivity, which distin-
guishes queries provable by flow-sensitivity from unprovable ones,
and should not describe other irrelevant properties to enhance in-
variance. We automatically generate such features by running a
program reducer on the codebase and representing the results by
abstract data flow graphs.

Identifying Key Features via Reducer Our first idea is to use
a generic program reducer to automatically identify key program
features from the codebase. A reducer (such as C-Reduce [7]) takes
a program and a predicate, and iteratively removes parts of the
program as long as the predicate holds. The result is a minimal
program with the desired property. Suppose P is a program in the
codebase and it has a query that is provable by flow-sensitivity but
not by flow-insensitivity. We identify the key reason for why flow-
sensitivity works by reducing P while preserving the precision-
effective condition holds (i.e., flow-sensitivity succeeds but flow-
insensitivity fails). The resulting program contains the key aspects
in the original program.

For example, consider the example program in Figure 1(a). The
assertion at line 6 can be proved by a flow-sensitive interval analy-
sis but not by flow-insensitive one; with flow-sensitivity, the value
of a is restricted to the interval [0, 3] because of the condition at line
5. With flow-insensitivity, a has the interval value [0,+1] over
the entire program. We reduce this program as long as the flow-
sensitive analysis proves the assertion while the flow-insensitive
analysis fails to do so, resulting in the program in Figure 1(b). Note
that the reduced program only contains the key reasons (i.e., con-
ditional statement (a < 3) and loop) why flow-sensitivity works.
Other program features are irrelevant to satisfying the condition;
flow-sensitivity still works without the statements such as if (a >

b). Running the reducer with the condition automatically removes
these irrelevant dependencies in the original program.

In Section 4.2, we describe this feature generation technique
in detail. In particular, because simply using the reducer as an
off-the-shelf tool is unlikely to preserve the original features, we
need techniques to make original features survive after reduction
(Section 4.2.2).

Representing Features by Abstract Data Flow Graphs Our sec-
ond idea is to represent the feature programs by an abstract graph
representation. This graph abstractly describes the data flows of the
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match : Query ⇥ Feature ! B

2.1 Partially Flow-Sensitive Interval Analysis
We consider a query-based, partially flow-sensitive analysis. The
analysis uses a query-classifier C, which takes a query and returns
true or false . The classifier is used to predict whether each query in
the program will be proved with flow-sensitivity. If the prediction is
positive (true), the analysis applies flow-sensitivity to the program
variables that influence the query; we compute the data flow slice
of the query and apply flow-sensitivity to the variables involved in
the slice. For the queries whose prediction is negative, the analysis
applies flow-insensitivity to the variables on which the queries
depend. For example, consider the following program:

1 x = 0; y = 0; z = input(); w = 0;

2 y = x; y++;

3 assert (y > 0); // Query 1

4 assert (z > 0); // Query 2

5 assert (w == 0); // Query 3

The first query needs flow-sensitivity to prove, the second one
is impossible to prove because the value of z comes from the
external input, and the last one is easily proved even with flow-
insensitivity. Therefore, our partially flow-sensitive analysis aims
to keep separate results only for the variables x and y, on which the
first query depends, and analyzes other variables flow-insensitively.
That is, the analysis computes the following result:

flow-sensitive result flow-insensitive result
line abstract state abstract state
1 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [0, 0]}
2 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
3 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]} {z 7! [0, 0], w 7! [0, 0]}
4 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
5 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}

The analysis keeps separate instances for variables x and y at
different program points, but the results for other variables z and
w are kept flow-insensitively over the entire program.

2.2 Learning a Query-Classifier
Note that the precision and cost of the analysis depends on the clas-
sifier C. Our aim is to learn a good query-classifier C automatically
from a given codebase.

We use a standard learning method for binary classification. Let
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the queries in the codebase. We first need to
transform these queries into feature vectors, where a feature vector
v 2 Bk is a binary vector whose dimension k denotes the number of
features. Next, we generate the labelled data {(vi, bi)}ni=1, where
vi is the feature vector of query qi and bi is 1 if qi needs flow-
sensitivity to prove and 0 otherwise. We can automatically label
the data by analyzing the codebase and collecting the queries that
are proved by flow-sensitivity but not by flow-insensitivity. From
the labelled data, a classifier C : Bk ! B, which takes a feature
vector of a query and makes a prediction, can be learned via an
off-the-shelf classification algorithm.

The effectiveness of this learning method crucially depends on
the feature extraction phase, which transforms each query into a
feature vector. The feature extractor should be able to convert the
raw data (i.e., queries in the program) into a suitable intermedi-
ate representation (i.e., feature vector) from which the classifica-
tion algorithm could detect useful patterns to classify. In previous
work [2, 5], this feature extraction has been manually done by hu-
mans, which requires considerable domain expertise and engineer-
ing efforts. Our goal is to automate the feature extraction process
for program analysis.

2.3 Automatic Feature Extraction
Our feature extraction algorithm is defined with two components: a
set of features ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} and a match procedure match. A
feature ⇡i encodes a piece of information that describes a property
of queries. The match procedure takes a query q and a feature ⇡,
and checks if q has the property denoted by the feature ⇡ (if so,
it returns 1 and otherwise 0). With ⇧ and match, we transform a
query q into a feature vector v as follows:

v = hmatch(q,⇡1), . . . ,match(q,⇡k)i.
Now, we explain how to automatically generate the features that

are relevant to a given analysis task (Section 2.3.1) and describe
how match works (Section 2.3.2). Note that the feature generation
is only performed offline but match is used both offline (i.e., when
learning the classifier) and online (i.e., when using the learned
classifier), which imposes a constraint that the matching algorithm
should be efficient enough.

2.3.1 Feature Generation
In machine learning, a good feature should be both selective and
invariant: the feature must be selective to the important aspects
for discrimination but at the same time it must be also invariant
and robust to the irrelevant aspects [3]. Our method generates fea-
tures with these principles in mind. In our case, a good feature
should describe a key property of flow-sensitivity, which distin-
guishes queries provable by flow-sensitivity from unprovable ones,
and should not describe other irrelevant properties to enhance in-
variance. We automatically generate such features by running a
program reducer on the codebase and representing the results by
abstract data flow graphs.

Identifying Key Features via Reducer Our first idea is to use
a generic program reducer to automatically identify key program
features from the codebase. A reducer (such as C-Reduce [7]) takes
a program and a predicate, and iteratively removes parts of the
program as long as the predicate holds. The result is a minimal
program with the desired property. Suppose P is a program in the
codebase and it has a query that is provable by flow-sensitivity but
not by flow-insensitivity. We identify the key reason for why flow-
sensitivity works by reducing P while preserving the precision-
effective condition holds (i.e., flow-sensitivity succeeds but flow-
insensitivity fails). The resulting program contains the key aspects
in the original program.

For example, consider the example program in Figure 1(a). The
assertion at line 6 can be proved by a flow-sensitive interval analy-
sis but not by flow-insensitive one; with flow-sensitivity, the value
of a is restricted to the interval [0, 3] because of the condition at line
5. With flow-insensitivity, a has the interval value [0,+1] over
the entire program. We reduce this program as long as the flow-
sensitive analysis proves the assertion while the flow-insensitive
analysis fails to do so, resulting in the program in Figure 1(b). Note
that the reduced program only contains the key reasons (i.e., con-
ditional statement (a < 3) and loop) why flow-sensitivity works.
Other program features are irrelevant to satisfying the condition;
flow-sensitivity still works without the statements such as if (a >

b). Running the reducer with the condition automatically removes
these irrelevant dependencies in the original program.

In Section 4.2, we describe this feature generation technique
in detail. In particular, because simply using the reducer as an
off-the-shelf tool is unlikely to preserve the original features, we
need techniques to make original features survive after reduction
(Section 4.2.2).

Representing Features by Abstract Data Flow Graphs Our sec-
ond idea is to represent the feature programs by an abstract graph
representation. This graph abstractly describes the data flows of the
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• A feature is a graph that describes data flows of queries

• What makes good features?

• selective to key aspects for discrimination

• invariant to irrelevant aspects for generalization

• Generating features:

• Generate feature programs by running reducer

• Represent the feature programs by data-flow graphs

•     is the set of all data flow graphs generated from the 
codebase
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2.1 Partially Flow-Sensitive Interval Analysis
We consider a query-based, partially flow-sensitive analysis. The
analysis uses a query-classifier C, which takes a query and returns
true or false . The classifier is used to predict whether each query in
the program will be proved with flow-sensitivity. If the prediction is
positive (true), the analysis applies flow-sensitivity to the program
variables that influence the query; we compute the data flow slice
of the query and apply flow-sensitivity to the variables involved in
the slice. For the queries whose prediction is negative, the analysis
applies flow-insensitivity to the variables on which the queries
depend. For example, consider the following program:

1 x = 0; y = 0; z = input(); w = 0;

2 y = x; y++;

3 assert (y > 0); // Query 1

4 assert (z > 0); // Query 2

5 assert (w == 0); // Query 3

The first query needs flow-sensitivity to prove, the second one
is impossible to prove because the value of z comes from the
external input, and the last one is easily proved even with flow-
insensitivity. Therefore, our partially flow-sensitive analysis aims
to keep separate results only for the variables x and y, on which the
first query depends, and analyzes other variables flow-insensitively.
That is, the analysis computes the following result:

flow-sensitive result flow-insensitive result
line abstract state abstract state
1 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [0, 0]}
2 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
3 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]} {z 7! [0, 0], w 7! [0, 0]}
4 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
5 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}

The analysis keeps separate instances for variables x and y at
different program points, but the results for other variables z and
w are kept flow-insensitively over the entire program.

2.2 Learning a Query-Classifier
Note that the precision and cost of the analysis depends on the clas-
sifier C. Our aim is to learn a good query-classifier C automatically
from a given codebase.

We use a standard learning method for binary classification. Let
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the queries in the codebase. We first need to
transform these queries into feature vectors, where a feature vector
v 2 Bk is a binary vector whose dimension k denotes the number of
features. Next, we generate the labelled data {(vi, bi)}ni=1, where
vi is the feature vector of query qi and bi is 1 if qi needs flow-
sensitivity to prove and 0 otherwise. We can automatically label
the data by analyzing the codebase and collecting the queries that
are proved by flow-sensitivity but not by flow-insensitivity. From
the labelled data, a classifier C : Bk ! B, which takes a feature
vector of a query and makes a prediction, can be learned via an
off-the-shelf classification algorithm.

The effectiveness of this learning method crucially depends on
the feature extraction phase, which transforms each query into a
feature vector. The feature extractor should be able to convert the
raw data (i.e., queries in the program) into a suitable intermedi-
ate representation (i.e., feature vector) from which the classifica-
tion algorithm could detect useful patterns to classify. In previous
work [2, 5], this feature extraction has been manually done by hu-
mans, which requires considerable domain expertise and engineer-
ing efforts. Our goal is to automate the feature extraction process
for program analysis.

2.3 Automatic Feature Extraction
Our feature extraction algorithm is defined with two components: a
set of features ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} and a match procedure match. A
feature ⇡i encodes a piece of information that describes a property
of queries. The match procedure takes a query q and a feature ⇡,
and checks if q has the property denoted by the feature ⇡ (if so,
it returns 1 and otherwise 0). With ⇧ and match, we transform a
query q into a feature vector v as follows:

v = hmatch(q,⇡1), . . . ,match(q,⇡k)i.
Now, we explain how to automatically generate the features that

are relevant to a given analysis task (Section 2.3.1) and describe
how match works (Section 2.3.2). Note that the feature generation
is only performed offline but match is used both offline (i.e., when
learning the classifier) and online (i.e., when using the learned
classifier), which imposes a constraint that the matching algorithm
should be efficient enough.

2.3.1 Feature Generation
In machine learning, a good feature should be both selective and
invariant: the feature must be selective to the important aspects
for discrimination but at the same time it must be also invariant
and robust to the irrelevant aspects [3]. Our method generates fea-
tures with these principles in mind. In our case, a good feature
should describe a key property of flow-sensitivity, which distin-
guishes queries provable by flow-sensitivity from unprovable ones,
and should not describe other irrelevant properties to enhance in-
variance. We automatically generate such features by running a
program reducer on the codebase and representing the results by
abstract data flow graphs.

Identifying Key Features via Reducer Our first idea is to use
a generic program reducer to automatically identify key program
features from the codebase. A reducer (such as C-Reduce [7]) takes
a program and a predicate, and iteratively removes parts of the
program as long as the predicate holds. The result is a minimal
program with the desired property. Suppose P is a program in the
codebase and it has a query that is provable by flow-sensitivity but
not by flow-insensitivity. We identify the key reason for why flow-
sensitivity works by reducing P while preserving the precision-
effective condition holds (i.e., flow-sensitivity succeeds but flow-
insensitivity fails). The resulting program contains the key aspects
in the original program.

For example, consider the example program in Figure 1(a). The
assertion at line 6 can be proved by a flow-sensitive interval analy-
sis but not by flow-insensitive one; with flow-sensitivity, the value
of a is restricted to the interval [0, 3] because of the condition at line
5. With flow-insensitivity, a has the interval value [0,+1] over
the entire program. We reduce this program as long as the flow-
sensitive analysis proves the assertion while the flow-insensitive
analysis fails to do so, resulting in the program in Figure 1(b). Note
that the reduced program only contains the key reasons (i.e., con-
ditional statement (a < 3) and loop) why flow-sensitivity works.
Other program features are irrelevant to satisfying the condition;
flow-sensitivity still works without the statements such as if (a >

b). Running the reducer with the condition automatically removes
these irrelevant dependencies in the original program.

In Section 4.2, we describe this feature generation technique
in detail. In particular, because simply using the reducer as an
off-the-shelf tool is unlikely to preserve the original features, we
need techniques to make original features survive after reduction
(Section 4.2.2).

Representing Features by Abstract Data Flow Graphs Our sec-
ond idea is to represent the feature programs by an abstract graph
representation. This graph abstractly describes the data flows of the
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2.1 Partially Flow-Sensitive Interval Analysis
We consider a query-based, partially flow-sensitive analysis. The
analysis uses a query-classifier C, which takes a query and returns
true or false . The classifier is used to predict whether each query in
the program will be proved with flow-sensitivity. If the prediction is
positive (true), the analysis applies flow-sensitivity to the program
variables that influence the query; we compute the data flow slice
of the query and apply flow-sensitivity to the variables involved in
the slice. For the queries whose prediction is negative, the analysis
applies flow-insensitivity to the variables on which the queries
depend. For example, consider the following program:

1 x = 0; y = 0; z = input(); w = 0;

2 y = x; y++;

3 assert (y > 0); // Query 1

4 assert (z > 0); // Query 2

5 assert (w == 0); // Query 3

The first query needs flow-sensitivity to prove, the second one
is impossible to prove because the value of z comes from the
external input, and the last one is easily proved even with flow-
insensitivity. Therefore, our partially flow-sensitive analysis aims
to keep separate results only for the variables x and y, on which the
first query depends, and analyzes other variables flow-insensitively.
That is, the analysis computes the following result:

flow-sensitive result flow-insensitive result
line abstract state abstract state
1 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [0, 0]}
2 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
3 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]} {z 7! [0, 0], w 7! [0, 0]}
4 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}
5 {x 7! [0, 0], y 7! [1, 1]}

The analysis keeps separate instances for variables x and y at
different program points, but the results for other variables z and
w are kept flow-insensitively over the entire program.

2.2 Learning a Query-Classifier
Note that the precision and cost of the analysis depends on the clas-
sifier C. Our aim is to learn a good query-classifier C automatically
from a given codebase.

We use a standard learning method for binary classification. Let
Q = {q1, . . . , qn} be the queries in the codebase. We first need to
transform these queries into feature vectors, where a feature vector
v 2 Bk is a binary vector whose dimension k denotes the number of
features. Next, we generate the labelled data {(vi, bi)}ni=1, where
vi is the feature vector of query qi and bi is 1 if qi needs flow-
sensitivity to prove and 0 otherwise. We can automatically label
the data by analyzing the codebase and collecting the queries that
are proved by flow-sensitivity but not by flow-insensitivity. From
the labelled data, a classifier C : Bk ! B, which takes a feature
vector of a query and makes a prediction, can be learned via an
off-the-shelf classification algorithm.

The effectiveness of this learning method crucially depends on
the feature extraction phase, which transforms each query into a
feature vector. The feature extractor should be able to convert the
raw data (i.e., queries in the program) into a suitable intermedi-
ate representation (i.e., feature vector) from which the classifica-
tion algorithm could detect useful patterns to classify. In previous
work [2, 5], this feature extraction has been manually done by hu-
mans, which requires considerable domain expertise and engineer-
ing efforts. Our goal is to automate the feature extraction process
for program analysis.

2.3 Automatic Feature Extraction
Our feature extraction algorithm is defined with two components: a
set of features ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} and a match procedure match. A
feature ⇡i encodes a piece of information that describes a property
of queries. The match procedure takes a query q and a feature ⇡,
and checks if q has the property denoted by the feature ⇡ (if so,
it returns 1 and otherwise 0). With ⇧ and match, we transform a
query q into a feature vector v as follows:

v = hmatch(q,⇡1), . . . ,match(q,⇡k)i.
Now, we explain how to automatically generate the features that

are relevant to a given analysis task (Section 2.3.1) and describe
how match works (Section 2.3.2). Note that the feature generation
is only performed offline but match is used both offline (i.e., when
learning the classifier) and online (i.e., when using the learned
classifier), which imposes a constraint that the matching algorithm
should be efficient enough.

2.3.1 Feature Generation
In machine learning, a good feature should be both selective and
invariant: the feature must be selective to the important aspects
for discrimination but at the same time it must be also invariant
and robust to the irrelevant aspects [3]. Our method generates fea-
tures with these principles in mind. In our case, a good feature
should describe a key property of flow-sensitivity, which distin-
guishes queries provable by flow-sensitivity from unprovable ones,
and should not describe other irrelevant properties to enhance in-
variance. We automatically generate such features by running a
program reducer on the codebase and representing the results by
abstract data flow graphs.

Identifying Key Features via Reducer Our first idea is to use
a generic program reducer to automatically identify key program
features from the codebase. A reducer (such as C-Reduce [7]) takes
a program and a predicate, and iteratively removes parts of the
program as long as the predicate holds. The result is a minimal
program with the desired property. Suppose P is a program in the
codebase and it has a query that is provable by flow-sensitivity but
not by flow-insensitivity. We identify the key reason for why flow-
sensitivity works by reducing P while preserving the precision-
effective condition holds (i.e., flow-sensitivity succeeds but flow-
insensitivity fails). The resulting program contains the key aspects
in the original program.

For example, consider the example program in Figure 1(a). The
assertion at line 6 can be proved by a flow-sensitive interval analy-
sis but not by flow-insensitive one; with flow-sensitivity, the value
of a is restricted to the interval [0, 3] because of the condition at line
5. With flow-insensitivity, a has the interval value [0,+1] over
the entire program. We reduce this program as long as the flow-
sensitive analysis proves the assertion while the flow-insensitive
analysis fails to do so, resulting in the program in Figure 1(b). Note
that the reduced program only contains the key reasons (i.e., con-
ditional statement (a < 3) and loop) why flow-sensitivity works.
Other program features are irrelevant to satisfying the condition;
flow-sensitivity still works without the statements such as if (a >

b). Running the reducer with the condition automatically removes
these irrelevant dependencies in the original program.

In Section 4.2, we describe this feature generation technique
in detail. In particular, because simply using the reducer as an
off-the-shelf tool is unlikely to preserve the original features, we
need techniques to make original features survive after reduction
(Section 4.2.2).

Representing Features by Abstract Data Flow Graphs Our sec-
ond idea is to represent the feature programs by an abstract graph
representation. This graph abstractly describes the data flows of the
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1. Goal

We would like to build a decision maker

C : P ! B
which, for a given program P , makes a decision whether to apply
high precision (e.g., flow-sensitivity) or not. In particular, we aim to
learn the decision maker automatically from an existing codebase
P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}.

2. C-Like Programs

We represent a program P 2 P by a control-flow graph (C, ,!),
where C is the set of program points and (,!) ✓ C ⇥ C denotes
the control-flow relation between program points. Each program
point is associated with a command, and we consider a simple set
of commands that capture C-like programs as follows:

c ! skip | lv := e | lv := alloc(e) | assume(e < e)
e ! n | e+ e | lv | &lv

lv ! x | ⇤e | e[e]

3. A Generic Feature Language

We define a generic feature language L that describes syntactic
program properties in general. The language is defined as the set
of abstract program paths:

L = ĉ

⇤

where ĉ denotes the following abstract version of the commands:

ĉ ! skip | l̂v := ê | l̂v := alloc(ê) | assume(ê < ê)
ê ! c | ê + ê | l̂v | &l̂v

l̂v ! idn | ⇤ê | ê[ê]
The language is expressive enough to describe all the syntactic

features used in [1]. For example, string
“assume(id1 < c), id2 := alloc(id1)” represents a program
variable that is compared with a constant expression and then used
as an argument of a memory allocation function.

We assume the two feature-manipulating functions are given:
•
extract 2 P ! }(L) takes a program and extracts the set of
features involved in the program.

•
match 2 P ⇥ L ! B takes a pair of a program and a feature,
and determines whether the program has the given feature.

4. Learning a Classifier from a Codebase

Setting

• Each program Pi in the codebase P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn} has a
single query.

• A set of program features is given: ⇧ = {⇡1,⇡2, . . . ,⇡k} ✓ L

Training Data Generation Training data D ✓ Bk ⇥ B is gener-
ated as follows. For each Pi 2 P,

1. Represent Pi by the feature vector:

⇧(Pi) = hmatch(Pi,⇡1),match(Pi,⇡2), . . . ,match(Pi,⇡k)i

2. Analyze Pi with high precision and see if the query in P is
proved.
(a) If proved, put 1 at the end:

hmatch(Pi,⇡1),match(Pi,⇡2), . . . ,match(Pi,⇡k), 1i

(b) Otherwise:

hmatch(Pi,⇡1),match(Pi,⇡2), . . . ,match(Pi,⇡k), 0i

Learning a Classifier From the training data D ✓ Bk ⇥ B learn
a classifier C : P ! B using an off-the-shelf classification algo-
rithm (e.g., SVM).

5. Automatic Feature Construction

The success of our approach crucially depends on the choice of
the set ⇧ of program features. These golden features are usually
hand-crafted by human experts. Our goal is to automate this feature
construction process.

Setting

• A codebase P = {P1, P2, . . . , Pn}, where each program has a
single query.

• A parametric static analyzer F :

F : P⇥ B ! D
The analyzer takes a program and a precision parameter (either
1 or 0). D is the abstract domain of the analysis.

• An assertion checker proven : P ⇥ D ! B. The return value
informs whether the query in the program is proved or not.

• A program reducer:

reduce : P⇥ (P ! B) ! P
The reducer takes a program and a predicate, and removes
parts of the program as much as possible while preserving the
original result of the predicate.

Basic Idea We collect a set of tiny programs that capture the key
situations where the static analysis with high precision succeeds to
prove queries but the analysis with low precision does not.

1. Filter the set of precision-effective programs from the codebase:

P1 = {P | P 2 P ^ �(P ) = 1}
where

�(P ) = (proven(P, F (P, 0)) = 0 ^ proven(P, F (P, 1)) = 1)

2. Reduce the programs in P1 while preserving �:

P2 = {reduce(P,�) | P 2 P1}

3. Extract features from the reduced programs:

⇧ =
[

P2P2

extract(P )

Improvement However, this basic idea is likely to fail to capture
the key reason in the original program. The reducer is typically so
strong that it removes most of the reasons except for the most trivial
ones. For example, ...

To solve the problem, we apply a precision-decreasing program
transformation before reduction. Consider a program transformer
impair : P ! P such that for all P ,

F (P, 1) v F (impair(P ), 1)

We repeatedly apply impair while preserving �, i.e.,

proven(F (impair(P ), 0)) = 0 ^ proven(F (impair(p), 1)) = 1

Intuitively, this transformation removes most trivial reasons first, so
that the unique feature of the original program should survive after
the program reduction.

References
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1 a = 0; b = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 b = unknown();

4 if (a > b)

5 if (a < 3)

6 assert (a < 5);

7 a++;

8 }

1 a = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 if (a < 3)

4 assert (a < 5);

5 a++;

6 }

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

(a) Original program (b) Reduced program (c) Feature

Figure 1. Example program and feature

program. For example, the reduced program in Figure 1(b) is con-
verted to the data flow graph in Figure 1(c). Note that the graph
captures the data flows of the program that influence the query. In
the graph, statements are abstracted to increase the invariance of
the features. For example, both conditions a < 3 and a < 5 in the
program are represented by the single abstract condition id < c,
where variables and integers are abstracted by constants id and c,
respectively.

2.3.2 The Matching Algorithm
By using the approach explained so far, we generate the abstract
data flow graph for each precision-effective query in the given
codebase. The feature set ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} is the collection of
all such data flow graphs generated from the codebase.

Now, we describe match, which takes a query q and a feature
(i.e., data flow graph) ⇡i 2 ⇧, and checks if ⇡i is a feature of q or
not. Consider the query in the original program in Figure 1(a) and
the feature in Figure 1(c). We would like to check that the feature is
included in the original program. Matching the feature against the
program is done in the following two steps:

1. We represent the query in the target program (Figure 1(a)) by
an abstract data flow graph. The resulting graph is given as
follows:

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

id > id

id := >

Note that the graph is similar to the graph in Figure 1(c) but
it contains all the dependencies in the original program. For
instance, it has the dependence edge from id > id to id < c,
which is absent in the reduced program. The unknown value,
i.e., the return value of unknown(), is represented by >.

2. We check whether the feature is a subgraph of the data flow
graph of the target program. We say a graph G1 is included in
G2 if all vertices in G1 are included in G2 and all arcs in G1 are
represented by a path in G2. In our example, the feature (Figure
1(c)) is a subgraph of the data flow graph above: for instance,
given the arc id:=id+c ! id<c in the feature, we can find a
path id:=id+c ! id>id ! id<c in the target graph.

Note that our definition of subgraph is different from the con-
ventional definition, which is essential to match features against
original programs. Note that the feature is unlikely to match to
the original program if we check the inclusion by the conventional
definition, i.e., G1 = (V1, E1) is included in G2 = (V2, E2) iff
V1 ✓ V2 and E1 ✓ E2. This is because the original program
(without reducing) may contain irrelevant dependences as well. We
cannot use the reducer to remove the independences because doing
so is typically too expensive to perform online. Instead, we take a

(less expensive) transitive closure of the data flow graph to match
in the presence of the noise in the target program.

3. Parametric Static Analysis
Let P 2 P be a program that we would like to analyze. We assume
that a set QP of queries (i.e., assertions) in P is given together
with the program. The goal of the analysis is to prove as many
queries as possible. In this paper, we consider a static analysis that
is parameterized by a set of queries. Thus, the parameter space is
defined by (AP ,v) where AP is the binary vector:

a 2 AP = {0, 1}QP
.

with the pointwise ordering a v a0 () 8j 2 QP . aj  a0
j .

We sometimes regard a parameter a 2 AP as a function from AP

to {0, 1}, or the following collection:

a = {j 2 QP | aj = 1}.

In the latter case, we write |a| for the size of the collection. We
define two constants in AP :

0 = �j 2 QP . 0, and 1 = �j 2 QP . 1,

which represent the most imprecise and precise abstractions, re-
spectively. In the rest of this paper, we omit the subscript P when
there is no confusion.

A parameterized static analysis is modeled as a function:

F : P⇥A ! }(Q).

It takes a program to analyze and a parameter, and returns a set of
queries that are proved in this analysis run. Intuitively, the analysis
applies high precision only to the queries specified by the param-
eter; aj = 1 means that the query j 2 Q is analyzed with high
precision. For instance, in our partially flow-sensitive analysis, the
parameter denotes the set of queries and the analysis applies flow-
sensitivity to the program variables on which the queries depend.
In our partially relational octagon analysis, the analysis keeps the
relations between variables involved in the dependency graphs of
the selected queries.

Our goal is to learn a strategy S automatically from an existing
codebase. The resulting adaptation strategy is a function of the
following type:

S : P ! A,

and it is used to analyze new, unseen programs P :

F (P,S(P )).

If the learned strategy is good, running the analysis with S(P )
would give results close to those of the most precise abstraction
(F (P,1)), while incurring the cost at the level of or only slightly
above the least precise and hence cheapest abstraction (F (P,0)).
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1 a = 0; b = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 b = unknown();

4 if (a > b)

5 if (a < 3)

6 assert (a < 5);

7 a++;

8 }

1 a = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 if (a < 3)

4 assert (a < 5);

5 a++;

6 }

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

(a) Original program (b) Reduced program (c) Feature

Figure 1. Example program and feature

program. For example, the reduced program in Figure 1(b) is con-
verted to the data flow graph in Figure 1(c). Note that the graph
captures the data flows of the program that influence the query. In
the graph, statements are abstracted to increase the invariance of
the features. For example, both conditions a < 3 and a < 5 in the
program are represented by the single abstract condition id < c,
where variables and integers are abstracted by constants id and c,
respectively.

2.3.2 The Matching Algorithm
By using the approach explained so far, we generate the abstract
data flow graph for each precision-effective query in the given
codebase. The feature set ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} is the collection of
all such data flow graphs generated from the codebase.

Now, we describe match, which takes a query q and a feature
(i.e., data flow graph) ⇡i 2 ⇧, and checks if ⇡i is a feature of q or
not. Consider the query in the original program in Figure 1(a) and
the feature in Figure 1(c). We would like to check that the feature is
included in the original program. Matching the feature against the
program is done in the following two steps:

1. We represent the query in the target program (Figure 1(a)) by
an abstract data flow graph. The resulting graph is given as
follows:

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

id > id

id := >

Note that the graph is similar to the graph in Figure 1(c) but
it contains all the dependencies in the original program. For
instance, it has the dependence edge from id > id to id < c,
which is absent in the reduced program. The unknown value,
i.e., the return value of unknown(), is represented by >.

2. We check whether the feature is a subgraph of the data flow
graph of the target program. We say a graph G1 is included in
G2 if all vertices in G1 are included in G2 and all arcs in G1 are
represented by a path in G2. In our example, the feature (Figure
1(c)) is a subgraph of the data flow graph above: for instance,
given the arc id:=id+c ! id<c in the feature, we can find a
path id:=id+c ! id>id ! id<c in the target graph.

Note that our definition of subgraph is different from the con-
ventional definition, which is essential to match features against
original programs. Note that the feature is unlikely to match to
the original program if we check the inclusion by the conventional
definition, i.e., G1 = (V1, E1) is included in G2 = (V2, E2) iff
V1 ✓ V2 and E1 ✓ E2. This is because the original program
(without reducing) may contain irrelevant dependences as well. We
cannot use the reducer to remove the independences because doing
so is typically too expensive to perform online. Instead, we take a

(less expensive) transitive closure of the data flow graph to match
in the presence of the noise in the target program.

3. Parametric Static Analysis
Let P 2 P be a program that we would like to analyze. We assume
that a set QP of queries (i.e., assertions) in P is given together
with the program. The goal of the analysis is to prove as many
queries as possible. In this paper, we consider a static analysis that
is parameterized by a set of queries. Thus, the parameter space is
defined by (AP ,v) where AP is the binary vector:

a 2 AP = {0, 1}QP
.

with the pointwise ordering a v a0 () 8j 2 QP . aj  a0
j .

We sometimes regard a parameter a 2 AP as a function from AP

to {0, 1}, or the following collection:

a = {j 2 QP | aj = 1}.

In the latter case, we write |a| for the size of the collection. We
define two constants in AP :

0 = �j 2 QP . 0, and 1 = �j 2 QP . 1,

which represent the most imprecise and precise abstractions, re-
spectively. In the rest of this paper, we omit the subscript P when
there is no confusion.

A parameterized static analysis is modeled as a function:

F : P⇥A ! }(Q).

It takes a program to analyze and a parameter, and returns a set of
queries that are proved in this analysis run. Intuitively, the analysis
applies high precision only to the queries specified by the param-
eter; aj = 1 means that the query j 2 Q is analyzed with high
precision. For instance, in our partially flow-sensitive analysis, the
parameter denotes the set of queries and the analysis applies flow-
sensitivity to the program variables on which the queries depend.
In our partially relational octagon analysis, the analysis keeps the
relations between variables involved in the dependency graphs of
the selected queries.

Our goal is to learn a strategy S automatically from an existing
codebase. The resulting adaptation strategy is a function of the
following type:

S : P ! A,

and it is used to analyze new, unseen programs P :

F (P,S(P )).

If the learned strategy is good, running the analysis with S(P )
would give results close to those of the most precise abstraction
(F (P,1)), while incurring the cost at the level of or only slightly
above the least precise and hence cheapest abstraction (F (P,0)).
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match : Query ⇥ Feature ! B

1 a = 0; b = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 b = unknown();

4 if (a > b)

5 if (a < 3)

6 assert (a < 5);

7 a++;

8 }

1 a = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 if (a < 3)

4 assert (a < 5);

5 a++;

6 }

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

(a) Original program (b) Reduced program (c) Feature

Figure 1. Example program and feature

program. For example, the reduced program in Figure 1(b) is con-
verted to the data flow graph in Figure 1(c). Note that the graph
captures the data flows of the program that influence the query. In
the graph, statements are abstracted to increase the invariance of
the features. For example, both conditions a < 3 and a < 5 in the
program are represented by the single abstract condition id < c,
where variables and integers are abstracted by constants id and c,
respectively.

2.3.2 The Matching Algorithm
By using the approach explained so far, we generate the abstract
data flow graph for each precision-effective query in the given
codebase. The feature set ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} is the collection of
all such data flow graphs generated from the codebase.

Now, we describe match, which takes a query q and a feature
(i.e., data flow graph) ⇡i 2 ⇧, and checks if ⇡i is a feature of q or
not. Consider the query in the original program in Figure 1(a) and
the feature in Figure 1(c). We would like to check that the feature is
included in the original program. Matching the feature against the
program is done in the following two steps:

1. We represent the query in the target program (Figure 1(a)) by
an abstract data flow graph. The resulting graph is given as
follows:

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

id > id

id := >

Note that the graph is similar to the graph in Figure 1(c) but
it contains all the dependencies in the original program. For
instance, it has the dependence edge from id > id to id < c,
which is absent in the reduced program. The unknown value,
i.e., the return value of unknown(), is represented by >.

2. We check whether the feature is a subgraph of the data flow
graph of the target program. We say a graph G1 is included in
G2 if all vertices in G1 are included in G2 and all arcs in G1 are
represented by a path in G2. In our example, the feature (Figure
1(c)) is a subgraph of the data flow graph above: for instance,
given the arc id:=id+c ! id<c in the feature, we can find a
path id:=id+c ! id>id ! id<c in the target graph.

Note that our definition of subgraph is different from the con-
ventional definition, which is essential to match features against
original programs. Note that the feature is unlikely to match to
the original program if we check the inclusion by the conventional
definition, i.e., G1 = (V1, E1) is included in G2 = (V2, E2) iff
V1 ✓ V2 and E1 ✓ E2. This is because the original program
(without reducing) may contain irrelevant dependences as well. We
cannot use the reducer to remove the independences because doing
so is typically too expensive to perform online. Instead, we take a

(less expensive) transitive closure of the data flow graph to match
in the presence of the noise in the target program.

3. Parametric Static Analysis
Let P 2 P be a program that we would like to analyze. We assume
that a set QP of queries (i.e., assertions) in P is given together
with the program. The goal of the analysis is to prove as many
queries as possible. In this paper, we consider a static analysis that
is parameterized by a set of queries. Thus, the parameter space is
defined by (AP ,v) where AP is the binary vector:

a 2 AP = {0, 1}QP
.

with the pointwise ordering a v a0 () 8j 2 QP . aj  a0
j .

We sometimes regard a parameter a 2 AP as a function from AP

to {0, 1}, or the following collection:

a = {j 2 QP | aj = 1}.

In the latter case, we write |a| for the size of the collection. We
define two constants in AP :

0 = �j 2 QP . 0, and 1 = �j 2 QP . 1,

which represent the most imprecise and precise abstractions, re-
spectively. In the rest of this paper, we omit the subscript P when
there is no confusion.

A parameterized static analysis is modeled as a function:

F : P⇥A ! }(Q).

It takes a program to analyze and a parameter, and returns a set of
queries that are proved in this analysis run. Intuitively, the analysis
applies high precision only to the queries specified by the param-
eter; aj = 1 means that the query j 2 Q is analyzed with high
precision. For instance, in our partially flow-sensitive analysis, the
parameter denotes the set of queries and the analysis applies flow-
sensitivity to the program variables on which the queries depend.
In our partially relational octagon analysis, the analysis keeps the
relations between variables involved in the dependency graphs of
the selected queries.

Our goal is to learn a strategy S automatically from an existing
codebase. The resulting adaptation strategy is a function of the
following type:

S : P ! A,

and it is used to analyze new, unseen programs P :

F (P,S(P )).

If the learned strategy is good, running the analysis with S(P )
would give results close to those of the most precise abstraction
(F (P,1)), while incurring the cost at the level of or only slightly
above the least precise and hence cheapest abstraction (F (P,0)).
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1 a = 0; b = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 b = unknown();

4 if (a > b)

5 if (a < 3)

6 assert (a < 5);

7 a++;

8 }

1 a = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 if (a < 3)

4 assert (a < 5);

5 a++;

6 }

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

(a) Original program (b) Reduced program (c) Feature

Figure 1. Example program and feature

program. For example, the reduced program in Figure 1(b) is con-
verted to the data flow graph in Figure 1(c). Note that the graph
captures the data flows of the program that influence the query. In
the graph, statements are abstracted to increase the invariance of
the features. For example, both conditions a < 3 and a < 5 in the
program are represented by the single abstract condition id < c,
where variables and integers are abstracted by constants id and c,
respectively.

2.3.2 The Matching Algorithm
By using the approach explained so far, we generate the abstract
data flow graph for each precision-effective query in the given
codebase. The feature set ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} is the collection of
all such data flow graphs generated from the codebase.

Now, we describe match, which takes a query q and a feature
(i.e., data flow graph) ⇡i 2 ⇧, and checks if ⇡i is a feature of q or
not. Consider the query in the original program in Figure 1(a) and
the feature in Figure 1(c). We would like to check that the feature is
included in the original program. Matching the feature against the
program is done in the following two steps:

1. We represent the query in the target program (Figure 1(a)) by
an abstract data flow graph. The resulting graph is given as
follows:

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

id > id

id := >

Note that the graph is similar to the graph in Figure 1(c) but
it contains all the dependencies in the original program. For
instance, it has the dependence edge from id > id to id < c,
which is absent in the reduced program. The unknown value,
i.e., the return value of unknown(), is represented by >.

2. We check whether the feature is a subgraph of the data flow
graph of the target program. We say a graph G1 is included in
G2 if all vertices in G1 are included in G2 and all arcs in G1 are
represented by a path in G2. In our example, the feature (Figure
1(c)) is a subgraph of the data flow graph above: for instance,
given the arc id:=id+c ! id<c in the feature, we can find a
path id:=id+c ! id>id ! id<c in the target graph.

Note that our definition of subgraph is different from the con-
ventional definition, which is essential to match features against
original programs. Note that the feature is unlikely to match to
the original program if we check the inclusion by the conventional
definition, i.e., G1 = (V1, E1) is included in G2 = (V2, E2) iff
V1 ✓ V2 and E1 ✓ E2. This is because the original program
(without reducing) may contain irrelevant dependences as well. We
cannot use the reducer to remove the independences because doing
so is typically too expensive to perform online. Instead, we take a

(less expensive) transitive closure of the data flow graph to match
in the presence of the noise in the target program.

3. Parametric Static Analysis
Let P 2 P be a program that we would like to analyze. We assume
that a set QP of queries (i.e., assertions) in P is given together
with the program. The goal of the analysis is to prove as many
queries as possible. In this paper, we consider a static analysis that
is parameterized by a set of queries. Thus, the parameter space is
defined by (AP ,v) where AP is the binary vector:

a 2 AP = {0, 1}QP
.

with the pointwise ordering a v a0 () 8j 2 QP . aj  a0
j .

We sometimes regard a parameter a 2 AP as a function from AP

to {0, 1}, or the following collection:

a = {j 2 QP | aj = 1}.

In the latter case, we write |a| for the size of the collection. We
define two constants in AP :

0 = �j 2 QP . 0, and 1 = �j 2 QP . 1,

which represent the most imprecise and precise abstractions, re-
spectively. In the rest of this paper, we omit the subscript P when
there is no confusion.

A parameterized static analysis is modeled as a function:

F : P⇥A ! }(Q).

It takes a program to analyze and a parameter, and returns a set of
queries that are proved in this analysis run. Intuitively, the analysis
applies high precision only to the queries specified by the param-
eter; aj = 1 means that the query j 2 Q is analyzed with high
precision. For instance, in our partially flow-sensitive analysis, the
parameter denotes the set of queries and the analysis applies flow-
sensitivity to the program variables on which the queries depend.
In our partially relational octagon analysis, the analysis keeps the
relations between variables involved in the dependency graphs of
the selected queries.

Our goal is to learn a strategy S automatically from an existing
codebase. The resulting adaptation strategy is a function of the
following type:

S : P ! A,

and it is used to analyze new, unseen programs P :

F (P,S(P )).

If the learned strategy is good, running the analysis with S(P )
would give results close to those of the most precise abstraction
(F (P,1)), while incurring the cost at the level of or only slightly
above the least precise and hence cheapest abstraction (F (P,0)).
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1 a = 0; b = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 b = unknown();

4 if (a > b)

5 if (a < 3)

6 assert (a < 5);

7 a++;

8 }

1 a = 0;

2 while (1) {

3 if (a < 3)

4 assert (a < 5);

5 a++;

6 }

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

(a) Original program (b) Reduced program (c) Feature

Figure 1. Example program and feature

program. For example, the reduced program in Figure 1(b) is con-
verted to the data flow graph in Figure 1(c). Note that the graph
captures the data flows of the program that influence the query. In
the graph, statements are abstracted to increase the invariance of
the features. For example, both conditions a < 3 and a < 5 in the
program are represented by the single abstract condition id < c,
where variables and integers are abstracted by constants id and c,
respectively.

2.3.2 The Matching Algorithm
By using the approach explained so far, we generate the abstract
data flow graph for each precision-effective query in the given
codebase. The feature set ⇧ = {⇡1, . . . ,⇡k} is the collection of
all such data flow graphs generated from the codebase.

Now, we describe match, which takes a query q and a feature
(i.e., data flow graph) ⇡i 2 ⇧, and checks if ⇡i is a feature of q or
not. Consider the query in the original program in Figure 1(a) and
the feature in Figure 1(c). We would like to check that the feature is
included in the original program. Matching the feature against the
program is done in the following two steps:

1. We represent the query in the target program (Figure 1(a)) by
an abstract data flow graph. The resulting graph is given as
follows:

id := c

id < c

Q(id < c)

id := id+ c

id > id

id := >

Note that the graph is similar to the graph in Figure 1(c) but
it contains all the dependencies in the original program. For
instance, it has the dependence edge from id > id to id < c,
which is absent in the reduced program. The unknown value,
i.e., the return value of unknown(), is represented by >.

2. We check whether the feature is a subgraph of the data flow
graph of the target program. We say a graph G1 is included in
G2 if all vertices in G1 are included in G2 and all arcs in G1 are
represented by a path in G2. In our example, the feature (Figure
1(c)) is a subgraph of the data flow graph above: for instance,
given the arc id:=id+c ! id<c in the feature, we can find a
path id:=id+c ! id>id ! id<c in the target graph.

Note that our definition of subgraph is different from the con-
ventional definition, which is essential to match features against
original programs. Note that the feature is unlikely to match to
the original program if we check the inclusion by the conventional
definition, i.e., G1 = (V1, E1) is included in G2 = (V2, E2) iff
V1 ✓ V2 and E1 ✓ E2. This is because the original program
(without reducing) may contain irrelevant dependences as well. We
cannot use the reducer to remove the independences because doing
so is typically too expensive to perform online. Instead, we take a

(less expensive) transitive closure of the data flow graph to match
in the presence of the noise in the target program.

3. Parametric Static Analysis
Let P 2 P be a program that we would like to analyze. We assume
that a set QP of queries (i.e., assertions) in P is given together
with the program. The goal of the analysis is to prove as many
queries as possible. In this paper, we consider a static analysis that
is parameterized by a set of queries. Thus, the parameter space is
defined by (AP ,v) where AP is the binary vector:

a 2 AP = {0, 1}QP
.

with the pointwise ordering a v a0 () 8j 2 QP . aj  a0
j .

We sometimes regard a parameter a 2 AP as a function from AP

to {0, 1}, or the following collection:

a = {j 2 QP | aj = 1}.

In the latter case, we write |a| for the size of the collection. We
define two constants in AP :

0 = �j 2 QP . 0, and 1 = �j 2 QP . 1,

which represent the most imprecise and precise abstractions, re-
spectively. In the rest of this paper, we omit the subscript P when
there is no confusion.

A parameterized static analysis is modeled as a function:

F : P⇥A ! }(Q).

It takes a program to analyze and a parameter, and returns a set of
queries that are proved in this analysis run. Intuitively, the analysis
applies high precision only to the queries specified by the param-
eter; aj = 1 means that the query j 2 Q is analyzed with high
precision. For instance, in our partially flow-sensitive analysis, the
parameter denotes the set of queries and the analysis applies flow-
sensitivity to the program variables on which the queries depend.
In our partially relational octagon analysis, the analysis keeps the
relations between variables involved in the dependency graphs of
the selected queries.

Our goal is to learn a strategy S automatically from an existing
codebase. The resulting adaptation strategy is a function of the
following type:

S : P ! A,

and it is used to analyze new, unseen programs P :

F (P,S(P )).

If the learned strategy is good, running the analysis with S(P )
would give results close to those of the most precise abstraction
(F (P,1)), while incurring the cost at the level of or only slightly
above the least precise and hence cheapest abstraction (F (P,0)).
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• Partially flow-sensitive interval analysis

• Partially relational octagon analysis
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Query Selection Analysis
Prove Sec

Trial Precision Recall FI FS SFS FI FS SFS Quality Cost
1 79.7 % 86.1 % 3,828 4,823 4,599 39.1 478.9 101.4 77.4 % 14.1 %
2 85.3 % 89.2 % 5,236 5,857 5,689 21.9 1,652.3 326.9 72.9 % 18.7 %
3 77.8 % 82.6 % 3,083 3,717 3,574 9.9 380.1 87.3 77.4 % 20.9 %
4 77.8 % 85.2 % 4,843 6,106 5,754 18.2 484.5 96.5 72.1 % 16.8 %
5 79.3 % 86.9 % 3,909 4,555 4,380 33.1 491.2 108.9 72.9 % 16.5 %

TOTAL 79.9 % 86.2 % 20,899 25,058 23,996 122.3 3,487.3 721.3 74.4 % 17.8 %

Table 1. Effectiveness (ITV) when |req(q)| = 50

Query Selection Analysis
Prove Sec Loc

Trial Precision Recall FI FS SFS FI FS SFS FI FS SFS Quality Cost Loc
1 81.1 % 70.8 % 1,600 2,130 2,102 24.2 1,611.7 411.2 0 26,427 5,609 94.7 % 24.3 % 21.2 %
2 78.9 % 68.2 % 2,146 3,113 3,040 31.4 1,735.8 444.6 0 37,257 6,933 92.4 % 24.2 % 18.6 %
3 77.7 % 67.7 % 2,072 3,343 3,241 19.1 220.1 67.0 0 25,273 5,982 91.9 % 23.8 % 23.6 %
4 68.1 % 74.7 % 2,443 2,693 2,667 16.3 241.5 49.7 0 27,173 4,219 89.6 % 14.8 % 15.5 %
5 89.9 % 56.5 % 1,004 2,358 2,288 6.9 55.0 25.9 0 15,589 3,646 94.8 % 39.5 % 23.3 %

TOTAL 78.0 % 68.1 % 9,265 13,637 13,338 98.1 3,864.1 998.5 0 131,719 26,389 93.1 % 23.9 % 20.0 %

Table 2. Effectiveness (PTSTO) when |req(q)| = 50

Query Selection Analysis
Prove Sec Loc

Trial Precision Recall FI FS SFS FI FS SFS FI FS SFS Quality Cost Loc
1 81.1 % 70.8 % 1,600 2,130 2,064 24.2 1,611.7 413.1 0 26,427 3,766 87.5 % 24.5 % 14.2 %
2 78.9 % 68.2 % 2,146 3,113 2,816 31.4 1,735.8 495.5 0 37,257 4,628 69.2 % 27.2 % 12.4 %
3 77.7 % 67.7 % 2,072 3,343 3,164 19.1 220.1 56.7 0 25,273 3,483 85.9 % 18.8 % 13.7 %
4 68.1 % 74.7 % 2,443 2,693 2,655 16.3 241.5 41.8 0 27,173 2,180 84.8 % 11.3 % 8.0 %
5 89.9 % 56.5 % 1,004 2,358 2,074 6.9 55.0 20.6 0 15,589 2,055 79.0 % 28.5 % 13.1 %

TOTAL 78.0 % 68.1 % 9,265 13,637 12,773 98.1 3,864.1 1027.9 0 131,719 16,112 80.2 % 24.6 % 12.2 %

Table 3. Effectiveness (PTSTO) when |req(q)| = 10

Query Selection Analysis
Prove Sec

Trial Precision Recall ITV IMPCT ML ITV IMPCT ML Quality Cost
1 59.8 % 71.2 % 7128 7192 7181 772 4496.8 1098.8 82.8 % 8.8 %
2 70.3 % 92.0 % 6792 6926 6918 376.7 8568.4 958.3 94.0 % 7.1 %
3 68.0 % 90.3 % 1014 1129 1126 324.0 972.3 453.0 97.4 % 19.9 %
4 82.8 % 72.7 % 6877 6962 6940 370.5 8838 984.6 74.1 % 7.3 %
5 68.1 % 67.1 % 2585 2657 2636 418.1 1392.7 624.3 70.8 % 21.2 %

TOTAL 70.5 % 81.5 % 24396 24866 24801 2261.3 24268.2 4119.0 86.2 % 8.4 %

Table 4. Effectiveness (OCT)

Reduce No Reduce
Query Selection Analysis Query Selection Analysis

Instance Precision Recall Quality Cost Precision Recall Quality Cost
PFS-ITV 79.7 % 86.1 % 77.4 % 14.1 % 59.1 % 48.6 % 43.8 % 16.3 %
PFS-PTSTO 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 %
PREL 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 % 000 %

Table 5. Effectiveness with and without the reducer: PFS-ITV: Partially flow-sensitive interval analysis. PFS-PTSTO: Partially flow-sensitive
pointer analysis. PREL: Partially relational analysis.

Ours Deep Learning Approach
Instance Precision Recall Query Vectorization Precision Recall

Character 66.0 % 10.8 %
PFS-ITV 79.7 % 86.1 % Word 47.2 % 36.0 %

Character % %
PFS-PTSTO % % Word % %

Character % %
PREL % % Word % %

Table 6. Comparison with the deep learning approach: PFS-ITV: Partially flow-sensitive interval analysis. PFS-PTSTO: Partially flow-
sensitive pointer analysis. PREL: Partially relational analysis.
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Learning via White-box 
Optimization [APLAS’16]

• The black-box optimization method is too slow when the 
codebase is large

• Replace it to an easy-to-solve white-box problem by using 
oracle:

• Oracle is obtained from a single run of codebase

• 26x faster to learn a comparable strategy
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6 Sooyoung Cha, Sehun Jeong, and Hakjoo Oh

3.3 Existing Approach

In [13], a learning algorithm based on Bayesian optimization has been proposed.
To simply put, this algorithm performs a random sampling guided by a proba-
bilistic model:

1: repeat
2: sample w from Rn using probabilistic model M
3: s obj (w)
4: update the model M with (w, s)
5: until timeout
6: return best w found so far

The algorithm uses a probabilistic model M that approximates the objective
function by a probabilistic distribution on function spaces (using the Gaussian
Process [14]). The purpose of the probabilistic model is to pick a next parameter
to evaluate that is predicted to work best according the approximation of the
objective function (line 2). Next, the algorithm evaluates the objective function
with the chosen parameter w (line 3). The model M gets updated with the
current parameter and its evaluation result (line 4). The algorithm repeats this
process until the cost budget is exhausted and returns the best parameter found
so far.

Although this algorithm is significantly more e�cient than the random sam-
pling [13], it still requires a number of iterations of the loop to learn a good
parameter. According to our experience, the algorithm with Bayesian optimiza-
tion typically requires more than 100 iterations to find good parameters (Section
5). Note that even a single iteration of the loop can be very expensive in practice
because it involves running the static analyzer over the entire codebase. When
the codebase is massive and the static analyzer is costly, evaluating the objective
function multiple times is prohibitively expensive.

3.4 Our Oracle-Guided Approach

In this paper, we present a method for learning a good parameter without ana-
lyzing the codebase multiple times. By analyzing each program in the codebase
only once, our method is able to find a parameter that is as good as the param-
eter found by the Bayesian optimization method.

We achieve this by an oracle-guided approach to learning. Our method as-
sumes the presence of an oracle OP for each program P , which maps program
parts in JP to real numbers in R = [�1, 1]:

OP : JP ! R.

For each j 2 JP , the oracle returns a real number that quantifies the relative
contribution of j in achieving the precision of F (P, JP ). That is, O(j1) < O(j2)
means that j2 more contributes than j1 to improving the precision during the
analysis of F (P, JP ). We assume that the oracle is given together with the adap-
tive static analysis. In Section 4.3, we show that such an oracle easily results
from analyzing the program for interval analysis with widening thresholds.

Learning a Strategy for Choosing Widening Thresholds 7

In the presence of the oracle, we can establish an easy-to-solve optimization
problem which serves as a proxy of the original optimization problem in (2).
For simplicity, assume that the codebase consists of a single program: P = {P}.
Shortly, we extend the method to multiple training programs. Let O be the
oracle for program P . Then, the goal of our method is to learn w such that, for
every j 2 JP , the scoring function in (1) instantiated with w produces a value
that is as close to O(j) as possible. We formalize this optimization problem as
follows:

Find w⇤ that minimizes E(w⇤)
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Note that the body of the objective function E(w) is a di↵erentiable, closed-
form expression, so we can use the standard gradient decent algorithm to find a
minimum of E. The algorithm is simply stated as follows:

1: sample w from Rn

2: repeat
3: w = w � ↵ ·rE(w)
4: until convergence
5: return w

Starting from a random parameter w (line 1), the algorithm keeps going down
toward the minimum in the direction against the gradient rE(w). The single
step size is determined by the learning rate ↵. The gradient of E is defined as
follows:
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Because the optimization problem does not involve the static analyzer and code-
base, learning a parameter w is done quickly regardless of the cost of the analysis
and the size of the codebase, and in the next section, we show that a good-enough
oracle can be obtained by analyzing the codebase only once.

It is easy to extend the method to multiple programs. Let P = {P1, . . . , Pm}
be the codebase. We assume the presence of oracles OP1 , . . . ,OPm for each pro-
gram Pi 2 P. We establish the error function EP over the entire codebase as
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Learning from Automatically 
Labelled Data [SAS’16]

• Learning a variable clustering strategy for Octagon is too 
difficult to solve with black-box optimization

• Replace it to a (much easier) supervised-learning problem:

• Who label the data? by impact pre-analysis [PLDI’14].

• The ML-guided Octagon analysis is 33x faster than  
the pre-analysis-guided one with 2% decrease in precision.
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a �a b �b c �c i �i

a F > F > > > F >
�a > F > F > > > >
b F > F > > > F >

�b > F > F > > > >
c > > > > F > > >

�c > > > > > F > >
i > > > > > > F >

�i > F > F > > > F

(3)

Each entry of this matrix stores the pre-analysis’s (highly precise on the positive
side) prediction on whether Octagon would put a finite upper bound at the
corresponding entry of its matrix at the same program point. F means likely,
and > unlikely. For instance, the above matrix containsF for the entries for i�b
and b�a, and this means that Octagon is likely to infer finite (thus informative)
upper bounds of i� b and b� a. In fact, this predication is correct because the
actual upper bounds inferred by Octagon are �1 and 0, as can be seen in (1).

We convert the results of the impact pre-analysis to labeled data as follows.
For every program P in the given codebase, we first collect all queries Q =
{q1, . . . , qk} that express legal array accesses or the success of assert statements
in terms of upper bounds on ±x± y for some variables x, y. Next, we filter out
queries qi 2 Q such that the upper bounds associated with qi are not predicted to
be finite by the pre-analysis. Intuitively, the remaining queries are the ones that
are likely to be proved by Octagon according to the prediction of the pre-analysis.
Then, for all remaining queries q01, . . . , q

0
l, we collect the results m

]
1, . . . ,m

]
l of the

pre-analysis at these queries, and generate the following labeled data:

DP = {(P, (x, y), L) |
L = � () at least one of the entries of some mi for ±x± y has F}.

Notice that we mark (x, y) with � if tracking the relationship between x and y

is useful for some query q

0
i. An obvious alternative is to replace some by all, but

we found that this alternative led to the worse performance in our experiments.4

This generation process is applied for all programs P1, . . . , PN in the codebase,
and results in the following labeled data: D =

S
1iN DPi . In our example

program, if the results of the pre-analysis at both queries are the same matrix in
(3), our approach picks only the first matrix because the pre-analysis predicts a
finite upper bound only for the first query, and it produces the following labeled
data from the first matrix:

{(P, t,�) | t 2 T} [ {(P, t, ) | t 62 T}

where T = {(a, b), (b, a), (a, i), (i, a), (b, i), (i, b), (a, a), (b, b), (c, c), (i, i)}.
4 Because the pre-analysis uses F cautiously, only a small portion of variable pairs is
marked with � (that is, 5864/258, 165, 546) in our experiments. Replacing “some”
by “all” reduces this portion by half (2230/258, 165, 546) and makes the learning
task more di�cult.



Learning Unsoundness 
Strategies (in submission)

47False Negatives

False 
Positives

uniformly 
unsound

uniformly 
sound

FP: 23%
FN: 85%

FP: 78%

selectively
unsound

FP: 23%
FN: 13%



Data-Driven Concolic Testing 
(in progress)

• The efficacy of concolic testing heavily depends on the 
search strategy 

• Search strategies are manually designed (heuristics)

•  

• a huge amount of engineering efforts

• sub-optimal performance

• Automate the process:

48

b1

b2

b3

Learning Concolic Testing Strategy

Sungjun Hong Sooyoung Cha Kihong Heo Hakjoo Oh
Korea University

1. Outline
• Concolic testing can be modeled by the function:

C : Program ! Strategy ! Coverage

Given a program and a search strategy, it returns the
(averaged) branch coverage achieved.

• The performance of concolic testing heavily depends on
the search strategy:

S 2 Strategy = Path ! Branch

• Previously, the search strategy has been manually de-
signed by human experts: e.g., Srand ,Sdfs ,Scfg ,Scgs , . . .

• Two issues. Manually designing a strategy requires con-
siderable engineering efforts and domain knowledge.
Hand-tuned strategies produce sub-optimal results.

• We aim to automate this process by learning a good
search strategy from a given codebase.

• We define a parameterized search strategy:

S✓ : Path ! Branch

Find a good parameter values from the codebase:

Find ✓⇤ that maximizes
X

Pi2P
C(Pi,S✓⇤)
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고려대학교 프로그래밍 연구실
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• 대상 프로그램에 따라 Best-strategy가 다름

• 전략별로 커버 가능한 branch의 종류가 다름

CGS (1826)

CFG (1591)

Random (1489)

|| CFG - CGS || = 77

|| Random - CGS || = 51

<grep-2.2>

CFG (9278)

CGS (6541)

Random (8646)

|| CGS - CFG || = 338

|| Random - CGS || = 734

<vim-5.7>

CGS (1826)

CFG (1591)

Random (1489)

|| CFG - CGS || = 77

|| Random - CGS || = 51

<grep-2.2>

CFG (9278)

CGS (6541)

Random (8646)

|| CGS - CFG || = 338

|| Random - CGS || = 734

<vim-5.7>

- 대상 프로그램의 특성에 따라 전략별 성능 편차가 심함 
- 현존하는 전략들은 휴리스틱에 의존하므로 성능을 예측하기가 어려움

- 가장 좋은 전략이 항상 다른 전략의 커버리지를 포섭하는 것은 아님 

- 수동으로 디자인한 전략의 휴리스틱이 충분히 일반적이지 않음을 의미

 대상 프로그램별로 최적화된 탐색 전략의 디자인이 필수적 

 탐색 전략의 디자인은 매우 고된 작업이며 전문 지식이 필요

�1 � �

 프로그램의 특성에 따라 탐색 전략의 성능(Coverage)편차가 심함 

 새로운 전략의 디자인은 전문가의 고된 노력을 필요로 함 

 기존의 탐색 결과를 학습하여 자동으로 좋은 전략을 만들 수는 없을까?

�.
 Concolic Testing 

• 주어진 시간안에 대상 소프트웨어 코드의 최대한 많은 부분을 실행해보는 것 

• 실행중 지나온 경로를 기억하여 다음 실행에서는 다른 경로를 탐색하도록 유도 

• Branch Coverage: “얼마나 구석구석까지 실행해볼 수 있나?” // 성능 척도 

 Path Explosion 
• 자동 소프트웨어 테스팅 기술의 KEY CHALLENGE 

• # of Paths: 코드상의 branch 갯수에 따라 기하급수적으로 증가 

• 모든 path를 방문해 보는 것은 현실적으로 불가능하며 또한 불필요 

 커버리지를 효과적으로 증가시키는 경로를 우선적으로 탐색하는 전략이 필요 

  1 state = 0;
  2 if (*argv[0] == 'b')
  3     state++; 
  4 if (*argv[1] == 'a')
  5     state++; 
  6 if (*argv[2] == 'd')
  7     state++; 
  8     
  9 if (state == 3)
 10     ABORT;
 11 else
 12     PASS;

*argv[0]=='b'

*argv[0]=='a'

T F

*argv[0]=='d'

T F

   state==3   

T F
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프로그램별 특성을 고려하는 수고없이, 학습을 통해 자동으로

Formulation

Our Approach

•기존의 전략들:
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Korea University

1. Outline
• Concolic testing can be modeled by the function:

C : Program ! Strategy ! Coverage

Given a program and a search strategy, it returns the
(averaged) branch coverage achieved.

• The performance of concolic testing heavily depends on
the search strategy:

S 2 Strategy = Path ! Branch

• Previously, the search strategy has been manually de-
signed by human experts: e.g., Srand ,Sdfs ,Scfg ,Scgs , . . .

• Two issues. Manually designing a strategy requires con-
siderable engineering efforts and domain knowledge.
Hand-tuned strategies produce sub-optimal results.

• We aim to automate this process by learning a good
search strategy from a given codebase.

• We define a parameterized search strategy:

S✓ : Path ! Branch

Find a good parameter values from the codebase:

Find ✓⇤ that maximizes
X

Pi2P
C(Pi,S✓⇤)
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- 대상 프로그램의 특성을 고려하지 못하고 일괄적인 기준을 적용 
- 프로그램별 최적화된 전략의 디자인은 매번 전문가의 많은 노력이 필요

•매개화된 전략:
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- Codebase의 다양한 프로그램으로부터 최적의 파라미터를 학습 

- Path의 특성을 기술할 수 있는 general feature를 설계하는데에 집중

성능

비용

대상 프로그램 종류에 상관없이, 현존 전략보다 높은 커버리지
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• Concolic Testing:

• Search Strategy:

• Parameterized Strategy:
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• Problem
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 Feature pool

고려대학교  홍성준
고려대학교  차수영
서울대학교  허기홍Concolic Testing에서 

좋은 탐색 전략을 자동으로 찾아내기
(feat. Machine Learning)



Learning Static Analyzers 
(in progress)

49

• The usage of static analyzers is limited in extreme (yet daily 
in practice) situations:

• It cannot analyze unparsable programs.

• It does not scale to the entire linux package.

• A C analyzer cannot be used even for C++ code.

• A source code analyzer cannot be used for binary code.

learn)



Summary

• Adaptation is a key problem in static analysis

• Using ML is a promising and exciting direction

• Something is done with hand-tuning?

• Parameterize it

• Learn the best parameters from data
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